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In the Summer 1981 issue of the Clinton Street Quarterly, we in

cluded an interview with Jeffrey Frederick which made reference
to a Latvian wedding. Unfortunately the article contained some
inaccuracies and caused embarrassment to the wedding party
involved. It should have been clear to the reader, as it was to us,
that any misconduct described in the article was attributable only
to Mr. Frederick and the members of the band and was not

intended to refer to the conduct of the wedding party or to reflect
upon the behavior of Latvians in general. The statement that an
elderly member of the wedding party was dead and any im
pression that the members of the wedding party did not partici
pate in the party that followed the wedding are not factually
supported and we regret their publication.
Clinton St. Quarterly
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hinges on breaking the existing
system into human-sized compo
nents of Space, Time, Place and
Scale.

R ADICALS
AND
REGIONALISM
William Appleman Williams, whose article “ Empire as a Way of
Life” appeared in the summer Clinton Street Quarterly, recently
published an appeal for regional resistance In the September 5,
1981 The Nation. In It he invokes the example of Spencer Kimball,
president of the Mormon Church, who In May delivered a
“devastating proclamation against the MX missile system,” and
against the arms race which has swept up the nations of the earth.
While the Reagan Administration understandably dismissed
Kimball as a spokesman for a vested Interest, Williams Is troubled
that left-liberals and democratic radicals had no different
response. Williams states: “I would agree that many of them
(Mormons) are sexist businessmen who also entertain and act
upon other unpleasant prejudices; but I think that It Is a serious
mistake to deny or discount the reality of their commltment...we
can learn something Important from the way the Mormons have
integrated moral, ecological, pragmatic and communitarian values
in a clear policy for a specific re g io n ”
In the following article, Professor Williams explores the roots of
radicalism, and why the radical alternative has lost political
currency in today’s America. He challenges us to Imagine a
different America, and set about building it on our own home turf.

by William Appleman Williams

o

ne of the central reasons
that the United States is in
serious trouble involves the un
happy truth that American radical
ism has reached a dead end. A
few keen observers understood
that point as long ago as the dra
conian recession of 1937: they

perceived that modern radicalism
had exhausted its 19th century
capital.
American radicals must face
and answer the naughty question:
do they want to manage an ess
entially unchanged corporate
capitalist p olitica l economy as
little more than especially sensi
tive and responsible administra
tors, or do they want to change
the world. If the latter, then I
suggest that changing the world

■ he cornerstone of my arguI ment is this paradox: the es
sence and thrust of 20th century
American radicalism has been de
fined by three 19th century
giants—Napoleon Bonaparte, Ab
raham Lincoln and Karl Marx.
Whatever their disagreements,
and we mistakenly educated to
emphasize the differences be
tween them, those prodigious
individuals agreed on these
essentials:
On Place: the nation state.
On Time: the Present defined
as the Future.
On Space: the world.
On Scale: individual human
beings as corporate members of
various nation states competing
to unify the globe.
Within that framework, Lin
coln’s determination to create a
nationalistic and corporate body
p o litic validated Bonaparte’s re
definition of the French Revolu
tion. Nationalism became the
ideal and pragmatic way of achie
ving liberty, equality, and frater
nity—or in the American idiom,
life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. No nation, no viable
social system. Nationalistic order
or chaos. Evolution from local
and regionalism to nationalism—
or devolution into anarchy.
Once we grasp the impact of
Bonaparte (say on Jefferson) and
' Lincoln (say on the Populists), we
can see that Marx provided a radi
cal version of an inherently con
servative proposition. Do not mis
understand me: Marx deserves all
his acclaim. He did the very best
anyone could have done within
the assumptions shared by his

generation about Place, Time,
Space, and Scale. Marx’ radical
ism
was
defined
by
his
insistence that the majority— the
ordinary folk—should define the
terms of corporate citizenship in
a nation state creating a better
future for themselves and -the
world. But the inherent logic of
‘‘Workers of the World Unite”
leads inexorably to a super-state
organized on Adam Sm ith’s (that
most conservative of political
economists) division of labor.
Granted the premises, no one
could have done better. National
ism becoming internationalism
must be defined from the bottom
up or it would be an elitist night
mare. From Marx’ perspective,
that was the only conceivable
way to transform the nation state
from a corporate monster into an
international community.

arx proved correct about

M

the
ruthless,
elegant
sim plicity of the logic of capital
ist industrialization. It is not only,
perhaps not even primarily, that
the bank controls the terms of
trade with the barn. The metro
polis sucks people out of their
integrated
environment
and
spews them into the morass of
the ghetto
becoming
slum
becoming sluburb. The capitalist
metropolis is a social vacuum
cleaner. It yanks people from
their human Place, Time, Space,
and Scale. Even more: the sus
tained and accelerating centrali
zation within the metropolis dis
torts and even denies any s e n s e even memory—of a humane set
of relationships.
But the question is not whether
cities are good or evil. The issues
concern their size, function,
character, and their relationship
Cont. on page 6

EGIONAH
Bob Benson: Patron of Our Place
by Richard Plagge
uring the middle years of the
Great Depression, although
they were both very poor, Bob Ben
son and his father bought 150 acres
of near-wilderness land on the
southwest slope of the Tualatin
Mountains, 15 miles northwest of
Portland, Oregon. Bob says he is
embarrassed to tell how little they
paid for it.
Bob still lives on this land, alone
now, in the house his father build
during World War II, while Bob was
away clerking for the army. The out
buildings are crumbling, vines have
overgrown the remains of a picket
fence which must have once
squared off a pleasant little front
yard. Just as his father did, Bob runs
a few cattle and sells a little fire
wood— he is still very poor. The
land, however, is worth a fortune.
From a certain hilly clearing on
Bob's land there is a dazzling view:
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two huge volcanic cones (Mount
Jefferson and Mount Hood) punctu
ate the distant skyline; beneath

Bob Benson
them, 30 miles adross the rich soil
of the the Tualatin Valley, the
Chehalem Mountains snake their
mild way across the low horizon.

This valley—where, until the epi
demics of the 1830s killed most of
them, the Tualatin Indians hunted
deer and gathered camas roots,
where the very first Oregon Trail
covered wagons finally came to a
halt— is presently one of the fastestgrowing areas in the state.
Ambitious
suburbanites—who
have turned the eastern end of the
valley into a typical late-twentieth
century jumble of jammed two-lane
roads and bleakly similar franchise
outlets— have made it clear to Bob
that selling his land is a duty. Why
then does he remain this odd figure,
part awkward hermit, part old-world
gentleman, who shuffles through
spiffy Beaverton shopping malls in
rumpled coat and wrinkled pants,
when, with a quick land deal, he
could transform himself into...a
successful man?
ob was born in 1915 in Port
land, where his parents owned

a rooming house at East Grand and
Davis. His earliest memory is of
holding his mother’s hand as he
toddled across the Sullivan’s Gulch
Viaduct. In the early '20s, wanting to
leave urban life behind, dreaming of
"five acres and independence,” the
family bought a small house a
muddy half-mile from the railroad
stop at Valley Vista, a tiny commun
ity located about halfway between
where Bob lives now and the notor
ious Rock Creek Tavern. Bob’s word
for Valley Vista’s educational
edifice, the two-room Rock Creek
School which he attended through
sixth grade, is “ palatial” : it had a
concrete-lined basement, a furnace,
a piano, and even a P.T.A. Bob’s
parents tried to supplement their in
come with various ventures: chick
ens one season, goats the next.
Nothing proved to be very lucrative.
But then it wasn’t a very lucrative
town; to be well-off in Valley Vista
Cont. on page 31
Photograph by Steve Johnson

RADICALS AND Cont. from
p a 9e 4
REGIONALISM
20th century radicals followed
Marx in becoming victims of his
fascinating combination of capi
talist assumptions and socialist
utopianism. The assumptions
lulled him into neglecting the
rigors of the dialectical process,
and the projectionist utopianism
led him to believe that a change
of class at the center of the
metropolis would change the
inherent nature of the system.
Unhappily, it was wrong and
wrong again. For if capitalism
leads to increasingly destructive
demographic imbalance, and the
super-centralization of power,
then surely a rigorous radicalism
is defined by decentralization and
the diffusion of power. And if
capitalism
moves
inexorably
toward global hegemony, then
surely such a radicalism is
defined by regionalism in the
international arena. To change
rulers without changing the basic
structure of the political economy
can at best serve only to amel
iorate the failures, costs, and
lim its of life within such a
system. What begins as social
ism drifts o ff into a leftish New
Dealism or into a kind of national
ized syndicalism of interest
groups. And, at worst, we forget
about socialism and concern our
selves with surviving within capi
talism. But socialism is not more:
socialism is different and better.
The point is not to damn Marx.
The point is to be Marxist about
20th century radicalism. Marx did
the magical things: He explained
the implacable logic of the capi
talist political economy, and he
taught us to ask the right
questions. And he was adamant
about human beings making their
own history.

II

ny consequential radical
alternative must be defined
by those primary variables, Time,
Place, Space and Scale. Let us
put our minds to examining that
proposition.
TIME. Politely, we 20th century
radicals are aging. Hence we
must win time in the short run so
that our children have long range
time to refine our thoughts—and
add their own wisdom. Hence we
must concentrate our immediate
political effort on stopping the
momentum of egoistic, national
istic confrontation which leads
on to a nuclear war which will
destroy our children and grand
children. If we fail, we w ill destroy
time. Winning time is the stra
tegic imperative. Radicals must
build a constituency on the
cornerstone of Time.
PLACE. The tactical and prag
matic politics of Time is Place.
Given Limited Time, radicals
must focus their energy in their
local and regional Place. Speci
fically, radicals in the Pacific
Northwest must define and evoke
a movement which says to cen
tralized power that egoistic and
mindless nuclear confrontation
w ill have to proceed without
support from a significant propor
tion of the population and produc
tive capacity of this nation. We
cannot rouse a continent by
marches on Washington; but we
can shake The Establishment by
stopping Boeing, Hanford, and re
lated
m ilitary
bases
and
operations.
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Here we can learn much from
the nuclear-free Europe move
ment. Those m illions of people,
by no means all of them radicals,
are saying NO: they are saying
that they refuse to acquiesce in
the centralized and arbitrary defi
nition of their Time and Place,
their Space and Scale, as a ‘thea
ter’ for so-called lim ited nuclear
warfare. Even the lead editorial of
the Weekly Manchester Guardian
of April 26, 1981 grants the central
point: “ the orthodox creed for a
generation" has produced this re
sult. "The armouries have never
been so gigantic. The talks to re
duce them have never been so in
effectual. ”
That brings us right back to the
old homestead. For surely the
Pacific Northwest is as much a
theater for lim ited nuclear war as
Western or Eastern Europe.
Boeing and Hanford are unques
tionably as important as any
Russian centers west of the
Urals. So let us play seriously at
this game of ‘lim ite d’ theater
nuclear warfare.
First we exchange reciprocal
missiles into Western and East
ern Europe. Then we launch some
from England into high priority
targets in the Ukraine, or perhaps
further north. (There’s a gentle
men’s agreement, of course, to
preserve historic monuments—
living as well as limestone, and
managerial as well as marble—in
Moscow and Washington.) So in
the logic of linkage, we lose
Seattle and Hanford for Leningrad
and Murmansk.
Granted: it is all very civilized.
Nothing so crude as instantan
eous mass suicide. If we radicals
take all that seriously, as we
should, then we can perhaps
recognize the importance of
organizing each American ‘thea
ter’ ju st as Western Europe is
being organized. The issue is no
longer a matter of ‘Hell, NO, We
won’t GO!’ It involves the plans
and the willingness to close down
operations that make each and

J^egional
Motive
I notice a prevalent
tendency among my
contemporaries to
think of existing
conditions as if they
were not only
undeniable, but
unassailable as well,
as if the highest use
of intelligence were
not the
implementation of
vision but merely the
arrangement of a
cheap settlement.

by Wendell Berry
n thinking about myself as a

/

writer whose work and whose

every region a ‘theater’ for lim ited
nuclear war.
Beyond that, American radicals
must redefine the nature of the
unthinkable. The unthinkable as
nuclear war was always a shell
game without any pea. It has
never been unthinkable. Ameri
can leaders thought about the
bomb, built the bomb, and used
the bomb— twice. They threaten
ed to use it again more times than
we know. Our ignorance defines
our impotence.
The truly unthinkable is to
change the system which has
brought us to the brink of collec
tive
capitalist suicide.
The

unhappy truth is that American
radicals, along with American lib
erals and conservatives, have
always lusted for saving the
world. We have no tradition of
leaving other people alone in
order to find ourselves. We have
always defined our purpose as
bringing them up to our level.
What nonsense, what arrogance,
what lack of any sense of our
selves. We have failed to imagine,
let alone realize, any conception
of how to live. We are terrified of
the present and so flee ever for
ward into the future. We have no
comprehension of space and
scale.

League night in Richland, Washington

life have been largely formed in
relation to one place, I am often in
the neighborhood of the word “ re
gional.” And almost as often as I
get into its neighborhood I find
that the term very quickly be
comes either an embarrassment
or an obstruction. For I do not
know any word that is more slop
pily defined in its usage, or more
casually understood.
There is, for instance, a “ re
gionalism ” based upon pride,
which behaves like nationalism.
And there is a “ regionalism”
based
upon
condescension,
which specializes in the quaint
and the eccentric and the pic
turesque, and which behaves in
general like an exploitive indus
try. These varieties, and their kin
dred, have in common a depen
dence on false mythology that
tends to generalize and stereo
type the life of a region. That is to
say it tends to impose false liter
ary or cultural generalizations
upon false geographical general
izations.

The regionalism that I adhere
to could be defined simply as
local life aware of itself. It would
tend to substitute for the myths
and stereotypes of a region a par
ticular knowledge of the life of
the place one lives in and intends
to continue to live in. It pertains
to living as much as to writing,
and it pertains to living before it
pertains to writing. The motive of
such regionalism is the aware
ness that local life is intricately
dependent, for its quality but also
for its continuance, upon local
knowledge.
ome useful insights into the

S

nature and the value of the
sort of regionalism I am talking
about can be found in the world of
Thomas Hardy. In The Woodland
ers, comparing Dr. Fitzpiers’ re
lation to Little Hintock with that
of the natives, Hardy writes:
Winter in a solitary house in
the country, without society, is
Photograph by Mark Albanese

SPACE AND SCALE. These two
elements of a radical alternative
are so closely related that they
must be explored together. First,
they establish the importance of
creating a demographic and eco
nomic balance, and of defining
social equity as the quality of life.
Now the quantity of disposable
income (to use the contemporary
capitalist idiom) is a legitimate if
desperately lim ited bench mark
for evaluating the performance of
any political economy. That is the
essence of what capitalism calls
the standard of living.
It has become abundantly
clear, as we have watched the

MOSKLFTS

decay of a once superb railway
system, for example, that radicals
have all too easily accepted the
capitalist definition of the stan
dard of living grounded in indi
vidual income statistic as a basis
for thinking about a socialist poli
tical economy. Even if one agrees
that the concept of individual dis
posable income is a useful tool
for measuring the performance of
any system, it nevertheless re
mains
true
that disposable
income involves social as well as
individual pleasures. And radicals
have not made it clear enough—
not at all clear enough— that
taxes
spent
for
first-rate

.A.merican radicals
must face and
answer the naughty
question: do they
want to manage an
essentially un
changed corporate
capitalist political
economy as little
more than especially
sensitive and
responsible admini
strators, or do they
want to change the
world.
education (for all ages) and public
services from sanitation to trans
port are likewise disposable
income.
When
people
increasingly
choose to dispose of more of
their income on private rather
than social purchases, the quality
of life begins to decline along an
exponential curve. And, having
failed to develop a clear radical
conception of the quality of life,
and advance it with clarity and
vigor, radicals forfeit a great
opportunity to confront capital
ism with a devastating critique.
Our failure to date, I suggest,
lies in the particular kind of cen
tralized nationalism and interna
tionalism that radicals inherited
and accepted from Bonaparte,
Lincoln and Marx. So long as radi
cals continue to operate— think
ing as well as practicing— within
that idiom, they w ill become in
creasingly irrelevant because
they have ceased to be radical.

CASIO

Ill

ence I want to propose an

H

alternative approach and a
different agenda. My basic propo
sition is this: American radicals
must confront centralized nation
alism and internationalism and
begin to shake it apart, break it
down, and imagine a humane and
socially responsible alternative. It
simply w ill not do to define radi
calism as changing the guard of
the existing system. Therefore
these propositions.
1. Radicals must initiate and
sustain, in each local, state, and
regional arena, a dialogue (inclu
ding running for office) about how
to define and implement a bal
ance between resources and
population, between town and
country, and within each of those
elements of the politica l econo
my. In that process, radicals must
insist, as Jane J. Mansbridge,
author of Beyond Adversary
Democracy, has so powerfully ar
gued, upon moving to create a
human scale participatory demo
cracy. From my experience, many
people would like to reassert con
trol over their community affairs.
But given the radical disdain of
such fundamental politics, they
have ceded power to irrelevant
conservatives.
2. That dialogue must be expli
citly pointed toward restructuring
American society into a confed
eration of regional governments
based upon proportional repre
sentation and a parliamentary
system within each region and
the overall confederation. The
various regions would duly elect
representatives (and their minor
ity shadow counterparts— the
“ lo yal" opposition) to a confeder. ation parliament charged with the

That my own section of Ken
tucky— well wooded, well water
notice a prevalent tendency
ed, having had originally the best
of soils, and s till abundantly fer
among my contemporaries to
think of existing conditions as if tile—should have produced a
race of nomads is simply prepos
they were not only undeniable,
terous. It could have happened
but unassailable as well, as if the
only by a series of monumental
highest use of intelligence were
errors—in land use, in econom
not the implementation of vision
ics, in intellectual fashion.
but merely the arrangement of a
cheap settlement.
It would
With the urbanization of the
appear that any fact, by virtue of
country so nearly complete, it
being a fact, must somehow be
may seem futile to the point of
elevated to the status of Eternal
madness to pursue an ethic and a
Truth. Thus if we have become a
way of life based upon devotion
nation of urban nomads, at the ex
to a place and devotion to
pense o f human society and at
the land. And yet I do pursue such
the world’s expense, the common
an ethic and such a way of life, for
anticipation seems to be that,
I believe they hold the only possi
knocking around in this way, we
bility, not ju st for a decent life,
w ill sooner or later evolve an ur
but for survival. And the two
ban nomadic civilization that w ill
concerns—decency and survi
correct the present destructive
val—are not separate, but are in ti
ness of urban nomadism. I do not
mately related. For, as the history
believe it. I da not believe it even
of agriculture in the Orient very
though I am sure that my disbelief
strongly suggests, it is not the
w ill be thought by many people to
life that is fitte st (by which we
be im practical and unrealistic. I
have meant the most violent) that
certainly am aware that there
survives, but rather the life that is
have been great nomadic civili
most decent— the life that is
zations. But it seems to me that
most generous and wise in its
those were evolved in response to
relation to the earth.
natural conditions of climate and
soil, whereas our nomadic civili
zation has evolved in response to
© 1970 by Wendell Berry abrid
an economy that is based upon a
ged from his volume A Continu
deliberate wastefulness. That a
ous Harmony and reprinted by
desert should produce a nomadic
permission of Harcourt Brace
life is perfectly understandable.
Jovanovich, Inc.
of civilization and of survival.
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tolerable, nay, even enjoyable
and delightful, given...old asso
ciation—an almost exhaustive
biographical or historical ac
quaintance with every object...
within the observer’s horizon.

And he goes on to say that even
though a place “ may have beauty,
grandeur,
salubrity,
conven
ience," it s till cannot be comfort
ably inhabited by people “if it
lacks memories." And in a letter
to H. Rider Haggard about the
effects of the migration of the
English working people, Hardy
wrote that, “ there being no
continuity of environment in their
lives, there is no continuity of
information, the names, stories,
and relics of one place being
speedily forgotten under the in
coming facts of the next."
From the perspective of the en
vironmental crisis of our own
time, I think we have to add to
Hardy’s remarks a further realiz
ation: if the land is made fit for
human habitation by memory and
“ old association," it is also true

that by memory and association
men are made fit to inhabit the
land. A t present our society is al
most entirely nomadic, without
the com fort or the discipline of
such memories, and it is moving
about on the face of this conti
nent with a mindless destructive
ness, of substance and of
meaning and of value, that makes
Sherman’s march to the sea look
like a prank.
Without a complex knowledge
of one’s place, and without the
faithfulness to one’s place on
which such knowledge depends,
it is inevitable that the.place w ill
be used carelessly, and eventual
ly destroyed. Without such know
ledge and faithfulness, moreover,
the culture of a country w ill be
superficial
and
decorative,
functional only insofar as it may
be a symbol of prestige, the affec
tation of an elite or “ in ” group.
Aipd so I look upon the sort of re
gionalism that I am talking about
not ju st as a recurrent literary
phenomenon, but as a necessity
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duty of producing a new basic in
strument of government. That
constitution would begin with the
B ill of Rights and move on to
such matters as the common law,

serious question about foreign
policy. How does a regional con
federation conduct foreign af
fairs—including providing for the
mutual defense? It would do so

IV
ow

of

course

you

can

■ w dismiss all of this as Utop
ian. I am frankly rather more than
less inclined to agree with you.
There are not today enough
Americans, radical or otherwise,
ready to confront Bonaparte, Lin
coln and Marx. Indeed, someone
ought to write an essay about the
transformation of the conception
of the frontier: from going out in
fear and trembling in the hope of
creating something different into
simply projecting the present on

down the line. That was, it seems
to me, the sad nature of John
Kennedy’s New Frontier. Probab
ly even pathetic. No imagination
at all. But then that strikes me as
the sad state of American radical
ism. Not only nd imagination, but
no conception of Utopia.
Face it: the purpose of a radical
Utopia is to create a tension in
our souls. Our first responsibility
as radicals is to create a knowing,
individual and then social, that
what we are doing is not good
enough. Then we must imagine
something better. That defines us
as people who offer our fellow
citizens a meaningful choice
about how we can define and live
our lives.ee

This is an edited version of William Appleman Williams’ article which
appeared in democracy, Vol. 1, No. 4—October, 1981. © The Common
Good Foundation.

Looking across a storage facility at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.
sources, and the negotiation and
enforcement of inter-regional
economic agreements.
Once such a constitution was
ratified, the confederation parlia
ment
would
be
primarily
concerned with handling inter
regional affairs and the conduct
of foreign policy. The creation of
such a system would decentralize
power, diffuse and drastically re
duce the bureaucracy, and—most
im portantly—create a far more
democratic politics.
3. And so we come to foreign
policy, as much the bane of radi
cals as liberals and conserva
tives. Most radicals have never
broken free of the inane con
ception of foreign policy defined
by ‘isolationism ’ and ‘internation
alism. ’ But stated bluntly, the pur
pose of foreign policy is to enable
a culture to proceed with its selfdetermined development within
its legitimate boundaries. Saving
the world is neither a rational nor
a morally justifiable objective of
any society’s foreign policy: it is
instead authentic evidence of
nationalistic egomania.
Which is to say that if, by the
force of its self-contained exam
ple, any given culture prompts
other peoples to emulate its
values, procedures and institu
tions, then it earns no reward be
yond the duty to honor even more
carefully its principles and prac
tices. It has no right to create an
empire in the name of protecting
its foster children. Parents, after
all, are charged with freeing—not
sm othering— their offspring. Ele
mentary. Stop arming the bas
tards and the people w ill get rid of
the bastards.
Sum it up this way. Social
revolution is not terrorism. A t its
very worst, social revolution is a
desperate attempt to stop terror
ism. At its best, social revolution
is an effort to create a new set of
moral and institutional arrange
ments designed to make it
possible to live more humanely.
The outsiders who intervene in
social revolutions always lose. It
is not so much that the locals
ultimately assert their power. It is
that the outsiders lose their selfrespect. Not all at once. But down
the years, over all the dead
bodies, the rationalization of em
pire in the name of freedom kills
the soul. That is as true for radi
cals as it is for liberals and
conservatives.
4. But, given all that, there is a
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F or surely the
Pacific Northwest is
as much a theater for
limited nuclear war
as Western or
Eastern Europe.
Boeing and Hanford
are unquestionably
as important as any
Russian centers west
of the Urals...So in
the logic of linkage,
we lose Seattle and
Hanford for
Leningrad and
Murmansk.
structurally by creating a foreign
office ever so closely watched
over by a shadow foreign office
staffed by the elected members
of the current regional minority.
Here I anticipate the obvious
question or objection. The con
duct of foreign policy, we have
been taught as an article of faith,
requires
the
delegation
of
power—including the authority to
act quickly and forcefully without
general consultation. But my
reading of history belies that
proposition, except and unless
the culture is conducting an im 
perial foreign policy. My under
standing of contemporary tech
nology supports my contrariness.
Given a radical reconstruction of
American society, the local,
regional, and continental institu
tions could discuss and decide
all but one issue of foreign policy
with time to spare.
The exception, of course, is a
nuclear Pearl Harbor. And here,
particularly during the transition
to a new America, I think radicals
would have to be ruthless. We
would have to speak a simple,
blunt truth to the world—be it
Russia, China, Arabs, Zionists or
whomever. We are making a true
revolution. Do not interfere. We
w ill
launch
an
appropriate
counterattack
on
confirmed
evidence that you have initiated
any assault that threatens the
integrity of our revolution.
Photograph by Mark Albanese
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ALittle North Coast History

TILLAMOOK
BY WALT CURTIS

III

ISTORY is what happened yesterday, or a hundred years ago. Every
second the past disappears behind us leaving ghostly images. Are
we making “history" with our lives? Or ju st walking through them
indifferently?
We live in an epic place, Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. Many of us
don’t realize it. The paraphernalia of the 20th century has occluded our
vision. Lately I ’ve been researching a little b it of history. Particularly the
area of Tillamook County. It’s amazing what went on there.
It should have been Killamook, or Killimuck, or Killamox. That’s how
Lewis and Clark spelled it. And the Methodist missionary J.H. Frost. In
1853, the locals applied to establish the county as “ Tillamook." Maybe it
was easier to say. Or the “k ill” in the first syllable made them feel guilty?
In 190506, Lewis and Clark arrived and estimated the Tillamook Indian
population to be 2,000. Bt 1851, the pioneer Warren Vaughn thought there
to be fewer than 200 Indians in the area. Smallpox was the main killer, but
other white m en’s diseases—such as tuberculosis and syphilis—pre
vailed. They were spread by selling “ firewater,” prostitution and other
sexual contact.
According to the excellent book, Tillamook Indians of the Oregon Coast,
written by Sauter and Johnson (Binford and Mort, 1974): "The decline in
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Tillamook culture could probably be pinpointed in 1792 when Captain
Robert Gray discovered the Columbia River. This discovery officially
started the fur trade of the ‘Boston’ men who sailed around Cape Horn to
the Oregon Country for furs, then on to China, to dispose of these pelts..."
I t ’s as though aliens from another universe suddenly arrived. And
infected us with extraterrestrial viruses which our immunological systems
couldn’t fight off. We earthlings would die like flies, ju st as the Indians did.
Besides the bones, Alpha Centaurians would go about picking up Coca
Cola caps. What the hell were these used for? they'd ask. Could they drive
the Toyota— their green and greasy silicon webbed fingers on the wheel?
Are you capable of harpooning a whale? or of carving a seaworthy canoe
out of cedar?
The Tillamooks are classified as Coastal Salish. They spoke Salishan, a
different language from the Columbia River Chinook with whom they used
sign language. The Tillamooks were related to the magnificent totem pole
and wood carvers o f British Columbia— the Nootka, Tlingit, Haida and the
Bella Coola. (For certain visit the Northwest Indian collection at the
Portland Art Museum. Pay special attention to the spooky Edward S.
Curtis photos of The Winter Festival. The wooden masks are some of the
finest art work ever created on the planet.)
Four main groups of the Tillamook lived beside Tillamook Bay, Nehalem
Bay and River, the Nestucca River and the Siletz. They dug clams, fished,
gathered roots and hunted elk and deer. They lived in wood houses on the
water.
There were three critical periods in an Indian’s life: birth, the acquisition
of a guardian spirit and death. A boy in his teens would be sent into the
forest alone, with a knife and a blanket, for 10 days. He would fast and
remain there until his vision came. If the spirit he saw were a salmon, he
would be a fisherman. A woodpecker or beaver, a canoe building. A
serpent, a shaman or medicine man.
A shaman would heal the sick by giving herbs or driving the evil spirit
from the body. Sometimes an Indian’s soul would leave his body and go to
the Land of the Dead. The shaman's job was to bring it back...with a soul
catcher, a wooden paddle with designs on it. Shamen would meet at sacred
spots and exchange cures with others. At Cape Meare’s is one such spot:
the Octopus Tree.
We are fortunate indeed to possess many of their oral traditions in
unbowdlerized language. The true spirit of a people lives on in their
literature. Their dreams, beliefs, sense of humor, sexual fantasies, fears
and hopes—all that and more are contained in the myths.
The introduction to Nehalem Tillamook Tales speaks of their annual
myth cycle: “ Tillamooks told myths only in midwinter, approximately
during the months of December and January. If stories were told at any
other time, it was believed that rain or even more disagreeable conse
quences would follow. Myths were not dramatized at the winter dances
but were told around the firesides in the homes. Only old people were
privileged to recount myths. Children and younger persons reclined on
mats as they listened. Children were cautioned not to s it when listening
lest they grow hunchbacked."
Mrs. Clara Pearson, a full-blooded Nehalem speaker, dictated the tales
she had heard, m ostly from her father, to Elizabeth Jacobs in September of
1934. This story is excerpted from Nehalem Tillamook Tales.

“Wild Woman Kills Otter”
Crane was always wanting to catch small trout. He had a
basket trap. Something had been stealing from his trap. He
could not discover the thief. Wild Woman said, “I can catch
him .” She went to that basket trap in the night. She watched.
Very soon she heard a splashing noise. There the thief came.
She saw, "That is Otter! He likes fish. He is the one who has been
stealing fish all the tim e." She killed him and packed him home.
She told Crane, "Now you can go get your fish. Here is the one
who has been stealing your fish.” She skinned that Otter, she
stretched the hide. She said, "I will make a headdress out of that
hide.”
That Otter was missed at home. His people knew where he had
gone, they knew who had killed him. They said, "We will be
revenged on her. We will k ill her.” They sent a young man to get
all the dangerous ones together. They told him, "You go and tell
Grizzly Bear to come, get the Panthers, get Wildcat, bring all of
the tribe together. Tell them we will have a Winter Dance. Then
everybody will come.” Then they invited Wild Woman. They
stationed those mean ones like Grizzly Bear at the doors, they
told them, "If Wild Woman leaves to go home, grab her and tear
her to pieces.” Wild Woman came with her husband Crane. She
was wearing that otter-skin headdress. Everyone sang. They
took turns singing. After a while it was Wild Woman’s turn to
sing. Now she was to sing, and her husband was going to help
her. She knew what those people were planning. Now she was
going to use her [spirit] power. She sang,
He had just entered the trap,
he was swimming in the trap, that Otter.
As he was coming in,
in that basket trap,
Otter was swimming.
I killed him with my clitoris,
With my clitoris I struck him.

In that manner Wild Woman claimed that she had made a club
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of her clitoris and that was the Instrument with which she had
killed Otter. The four brothers of that Otter, they felt very badly.
She had called that dead Otter by name, the one she herself had
killed. Crane was somewhat ashamed. He did not want to
mention his wife's clitoris, he did not want to name that with
which she had killed Otter. Wild Woman stopped singing. "Oh, ”
she said to him, "what is there to be ashamed of? That was what
it was. That Is what I k ill with.” Then she remarked, "I am
perspiring." She had danced as she sang. All of the time she had
thought, "I will show you that you are not going to get me.” She
told them, "I am going outdoors and get cooled off. I am
sweating.” She went there to that door where those Grizzly Bears
were waiting. She ordered them, "Let me by, Long Finger Nails."
They did not move to touch her. They believed she was merely
going out to cool o ff and would come back in. That was how she
had said it. She went outdoors. She spoke, "From now on, in
future, no person will kill anybody at a Winter Dance. He must
wait and be revenged in a different manner on anyone who has
damaged him .” (She made this law for the Winter Dance.) She
ran home. Crane, her husband, flew out of the open smoke hole,
he flew home. It was no use then. They had had their chance at
her. They would not bother her any more. She had gotten away.
This amazing culture thrived on Oregon s shores for more than 10,000
years, living harmoniously with the environment before the arrival of
rapacious outsiders. And there were many visitors earlier than Lewis and
Clark.

Early Visitors

T

HE Chinook word for white men is "tlehonnipts.” Roughly meaning
"those who drift ashore.” There were many Spanish and Oriental
shipwrecks. One theory about the name Neahkahnie is that it comes from
the corruption o f the Spanish word for meat, "carne. ” So many elk browsed
on Neahkahnie Mountain that early explorers noticed them. "Ne" is an
Indian prefix for "place o f.” Carbon-14 dated beeswax, possibly from a
Spanish 1705 wreck, has been found. There are many tales of buried
treasure. Particularly regarding Neahkahnie Mountain.
Did the famed world navigator, Sir Francis Drake, and his crew land on
Nehalem Bay and claim it as an English colony? Portus Nove Albionis.
Some scholars believe so.
A hundred curiously marked “surveyor” stones have been found on
Neahkahnie. One had the ‘word "Deos” inscribed on it. The same word
Drake used on a map of Central America. Using the English yard as a
measurement, many more stones were discovered. (Caliban, could you
have been a flatheaded, fish-eating coastal aboriginee? After Sir Francis
Drake returned to London town and boasted of his exploits to
Shakespeare, was The Tempest born?)
An extraordinary claim is made in my handy and entertaming A Hiker’s
Guide To The Oregon Coast Trail; "Another interesting find near
Neahkahnie Mountain was three bronze handles found in a swamp below
the mountain in 800-1,OOO-year-old tree roots. The handles are of Norse
origin and add strength to the theory that Norsemen landed in the Pacific
Northwest in 1010 A.D."
One Indian legend mentions Konapee, the Iron maker of Clatsop Plains.
He taught them metal-working. Chief Kilchis, for whom the Kilchis River is
named, had Negroid features and was a giant of a man. In the book Pacific
Graveyard it is claimed that at least 75 Oriental junks were lost on the
Pacific Coast prior to 1875. At the Chishucks site on the Wilson River, an
1820 Chinese coin was found along with a stone face and pottery
fragments. There is something magnetic about these shores, that drew
men here, and s till draws me.
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TOthe Coast

AST summer I promised Julian, a 1&year-old friend, we would go to
the beach together. We head out Sunset Highway, west, toward the
Coast Range. Julian drives. I am tutoring him. The valves are shot on my
green Rambler, make a racket, and the car throws oil. But the radio is
blaring.
Near Elsie, we turn o ff the main highway onto a smaller road, partly
gravel, and follow the Nehalem River. We stop for Julian to snorkel, but the
summer-warmed water is growing algae. Mossy sluggish strings of green
gunk trail in the water. Further down the river, we p u ll o ff to study the view.
I point out to him the spar tree of an old-fashioned high-lead logging
operation. Cables strung from the top of it would p u ll logs to a loading
site. The slashed over land is ugly, even though it will heal itself.
My eyes search for the skull-like broken top of Saddle Mountain, the
highest point on the coast, but can’t find it. This entire area is the setting
for Don Berry’s excellent historical novels, Trask and Moontrap.
We continue to Nehalem. The day is sunny, the sky blue. Black and white

dairy cows and barns greet us. Julian says he enjoys the rich fragrance of
cow shit. When he was younger, he worked on a farm in Germany. Before
we drive into that great teenage resort town, Seaside, where boys and girls
drag the gut in their parent’s cars, I show him the coastline.
Every time I go to the Coast it terrifies me at some level. I like it. But the
roar of the ocean is so sad. Washing shells, and rocks, and bones, grinding
everything into sand. The tall white bleached Douglas fir snags stick up
nobly above the second-growth alder and vine maple. Because of heavy
winter rainfall, the underbrush is thick like jungle.
Neahkahnie Mountain juts into the ocean, with engineered roadside
viewpoints. It knifes the weather in two—cloudy to the north, clearer to the
south. Descending toward Short Sands beach, and Cape Falcon further on,
I have Julian park the car, and we hike through manzanita, salmonberry and
salal to high cliffs. This is one of the most spectacular views on the coast,
named after a prominent Tillamook chief, Point Higa. It’s also called Elk
Point, and their spoor litters the ground. Have you ever heard an elk
piercingly trumpet? The sound is as gorgeous as whale song.
It’s a lovers’ leap. It's a meditative suicide perch. Wind-tortured pine
trees are on the left and a smooth high place on the right were you could
fall and die. You body’d plunge into the carved out punchbowl of the ocean
below. Seagulls screech and ocean caverns boom, black cormorants dive
and nest. The rocks are sculpted, the wind’s strong blowing. Your senses
become possessed by the magic of the place. Bemused in natural awe.
We meet my friend Margaret Moore, and her sons in Seaside. While the
boys cavort, we go to a tavern and talk. She Is starved for conversation with
an adult. In a short while, we buy bright red Dungeness crab, and several
quarts of beer, and drive to a rented house, near Ecola beach. "Ecola"
means whale in Chinook. In 1806, a whale washed ashore and Lewis and
Clark got some of the blubber for supplies.
Margaret wants to see for herself breath-taking Point Higa. Wire, her
oldest son, comes with us. The manzanita is wet, but Margaret—sensitive,
intelligent composer and teacher of music—loves the view. She sits rapt
and quiet. Her son, as any nervous suburban male, picks up a rock and
tosses it into the ocean. Males have to project their force into the womb of
the void! I warn him about how fragile the ecology of this point is.
I discover in the grass, near the cliff, a small lovely snail. Alive inside a
fine, greenish bronze shell. The fragile jelly of his soft body, and two
protruding antenna eyes, retract nervously and then cautiously project
outward, to the vibrations o f my fingers. I set him in a safer place where he
won't be stepped on.
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The Tillamook Burn

EST we forget. Driving back home, with the noisy valves and weak
compression, we soar easily over the cool green forested mountains,
past Saddle Mountain, Elsie and Timber. Only vaguely do we comprehend
that the largest forest fire of the century occurred here. The 1933 Tillamook
Burn. Those white bone-like snags on the Nehalem are reminders. It started
near Glenwood, in low-humidity August, possibly by two logs rubbing
together and spread along the Wilson River. Fanned by the east wind, on
August 24th, it exploded like an H-bomb, spreading through Scoggins
Valley, from Tillamook to Forest Grove, north to Mist, a distance of 70 to
100 miles. All in all, 300,000 acres were blackened, half the area of Rhode
Island. Twelve billion board feet of virgin old-growth timber— Doug fir,
cedar, spruce— was consumed. Probably more so than the eruption of Mt.
St. Helens, the Tillamook Burn is the greatest natural disaster in Pacific
Northwest history. Ellis Lucia writes in The Big Woods:
"In 20 incredible hours the fire rampaged...across the nation’s best
forest land, burning trees at a rate of 600,000 board feet an hour. Along a
horrifying 15-mile front the fire became an awesome wall of orange flame,
exploding again and again in the towering tops of 400-year-old firs,
creating an inferno unlike anything since Northwest volcanic peaks
erupted.
"Three thousand fire fighters were helpless as the awesome smoke
cloud mushroomed 40,000 feet into the atmosphere.... Darkness came at
noon for towns surrounding the cauldron. Chickens went to roost at
midday. Ashes rained down on the small towns and upon Portland. Black
debris piled two feet deep on the beautiful sandy beaches of the northern
Oregon coast, and fell upon ships five hundred miles at sea. ”
Listening to rock and ro ll in the car, we don't realize this. We are intent
upon returning to Portland and our petty tasks. The weather clears as we
cross the mountains, near the cut-off to Vernonia. It’s hot inland, away
from the fogginess of the beach. Yet hours later, days later, that clammy,
mysterious landscape haunts me, with its effluvia o f the past.
The grey weather of the Oregon Coast makes me seasick, even when I ’m
not on a boat. No wonder the North Coast Indians were cannibalistic. The
Northern Pacific winter Is a bleak, damp disaster. You m ight as well call
Raven, Killer Whale, Bear your blood brother while hallucinating in a
smoky hovel, as the waves batter and slam against the shoreline, in the
foggy darkness.
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about the ballet: “ It was like being in
with someone he had never
love
By Martha Gies
seen.”
It is that “ never seen” that I enjoy
about Seattle. I am delighted by the
year ago I moved from Port
existence of streets unwalked, people
unmet, accidents and surprises yet to
land to Seattle. I know maybe
twenty other people who recentlyencountered.
In Portland there is a greater social
made the same move, and with each
continuity: sitting at Huber’s, you
of them it was because they found
meet the woman at the next table only
better career opportunities in Seattle.
to learn that two years ago she served
In my case, however, the move was
on an Oregon Arts Commission jury
occasioned by the loss of a beautiful
with the woman who rented your
apartment, the result of the building’s
office before you did. Strangers are
sale to speculators who made slap
not hard to meet in Portland, there
dash “ improvements,” doubled the
are simply hard to find. And this
rent, and put the house on the market
interconnectedness can be a comfort
again.
or a cause of claustrophobia, depend
In Portland I rarely ventured out
ing on your mood. That Seattle is not
side of a well-defined area in North
thus reducible is perhaps its greatest
west, bounded by Northrup and
charm.
Johnson to the north and south, and
by 19th and 25th Avenues to the east
and west. Within this 24-block square
were my own office and apartment,
ther impressions:
as well as restaurants, bars, the sellers
With Fort Lewis nearby, and
of books and groceries with whom I
Boeing plants to the north and south,
traded, and the offices of many of my
Seattle has the feel of a military-infriends. Once a month, perhaps, I
dustrial complex. Boeing’s fortunes
would make the trip south to the bar
play such a large part in Seattle’s
at Thiele’s to see what the neighbor
economy that the recent decision to
hood oldsters were up to, or east to
sell AW ACS- radar planes to Saudi
Walter Powell’s to chart the subtle
Arabia, for instance, is greeted here
yet irrevocable transition of his
as good news because it will help off
empire from used to new books.
set the loss of commercial airplane
In Seattle my movements are even
further reduced: I work out of my
apartment in Lower Queen Anne
where, within eight square blocks,
there are bank, post office, flower
vendor, fish market, state liquor store
and congenial shops where books,
croissants and the New York Times
are for sale.
And though my minimalist habits
are well-known to most of my
friends, hardly a week goes by that
someone does not attempt to engage
me in a conversation about the diff
erences between the two cities. After
a year of devising answers to this
question, I feel like something of an
expert though, in truth, it is mostly
armchair speculation.
Like Shimashura, the hero of
Kawabata’s Snow Country, an “ ex
pert” on the western ballet who had
production and thus reduce the num
never travelled outside of Japan,
ber of expected layoffs.
never seen an actual ballet, my
Washington is less progressive than
researches are largely fanciful.
Oregon and, for me, the two most
Shimashura savored his imagination

0
0
0
0
0
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I never understood
how Portland, the
third largest western
shipping port,
developed with its
back so completely
turned to the river,
nor why there are
only two good
shoreline views of
the western skyline.

Illustration by Steve Blackburn

conspicuous and unhappy conse
quences of this are the sales tax and
the absence of a bottle bill law. The
sales tax, of course, disproportionate
ly burdens the non-rich, whose entire
expendable income becomes subject
to the tax. Nor shall I ever adjust to
the sight of wasted bottles, along the
street or in the green metal dumpster
behind my apartment house.
The electric company here, City
Light (which, from the name, I first
took to be a bookstore or nightclub),
is municipally owned, and that is to
the city’s credit. It costs $1.50 per
month to heat and light my small
apartment, which consists of four
rooms if you ask the manager, one
room if you ask me.
Both cities have beautiful moun
tains. But Seattle has, in addition, a
complicated system of waterways
which so intercut the city that you
must go to some effort to rent an
apartment without a water view.
Along these lakes and canals and the
bay itself, there are beaches and parks
and dozens of restaurants which take
advantage of the view. I never under
stood how Portland, the third largest
western shipping port, developed
with its back so completely turned to
the river, nor why there are only two
good shoreline views of the western
skyline—the restaurant at the Colis
eum Thunderbird, an expensive and
indifferent place to eat, and the rest
aurants in that forlorn developer’s
dream, Ports of Call.
Some of Seattle’s waterscapes are
so breathtaking as to represent a haz
ard. The southbound freeway en
trance to 1-5 from Lake City Way at
sunset, for instance: you come out of
a tunnel and, at the very moment that
complete concentration is needed for
the merge into traffic, to your left
Green Lake opens up, now pink in
the sunset and beyond it Elliott Bay
and the Olympic Mountains, all lit
electric copper. The highway depart
ment is derelict in not posting the en
trance ramp: Danger—Sunset over
Water.
With so much water, people pass
the time watching things that move
through water, and two of the city’s
biggest attractions are the Hiram
Chittenden Locks, where boats pass
from the fresh-water harbor to salt
water Puget Sound, and the Seattle
Aquarium which features an under
water dome where visitors can sit
listening to piped-in jazz and contem
plate a diversity of fish. An indoor
outdoor facility, the aquarium re
claimed this fall a first generation of
salmon which, after 18 months in the
sound, returned home up the ladder
which is part of the aquarium’s ex
hibit.
Seattle’s downtown center is larger
than Portland’s and, to judge by the
number of people on the street nights
and Sundays, there is more happen
ing. A greater ethnic diversity makes
Seattle feel like more of a city. The
weekend of the Greek Festival, cele
brated in both cities alike, I also
attended in Seattle, along with 250
other people, a reception at the Rain
ier Club in honor of Double Ten Day,
that is, the founding of Taiwan in
1911, an important event for the
powerful Chinese merchants here.
And on that same weekend, I went
also to the King County Library book
sale (as in Portland, county institu
tions and events are considered
vaguely ethnic), where 42,000 discon
tinued volumes were offered for sale
(fifty cents for hardbacks; ten cents
for paper) and, finally, to the Our
Lady of Levant ceremony in the
Madrona district. This is an annual
neighborhood tradition where cos
tumed guests, carrying candles or
banners, march in procession from
what is acclaimed to be the only

It is that "never
seen" that I enjoy
about Seattle. I am
delighted by the
existence of streets
unwalked, people
unmet, accidents
and surprises yet to
be encountered.
Jewish shrine in the city, to the Denny
Shed Pond, where speeches and testi
monials are heard. I thought the band
was playing “ Abide with Me” on the
outbound trip; it was decidedly
“ Havah Nagilah” on our way back.
The whole affair owes much to
Monty Python and the more garish
Fellini movies, and is hosted by
Seattle publisher (Madrona Press)
Dan Levant.

eattle’s neighborhoods are dis
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corn cartons. I applauded. Having
lived in Portland so long, I had be
come jaded by the dirty Moyer
theaters. Sadly, Tom Moyer does
have a foothold in Seattle and, more
sadly still, one of the screens he con
trols is the Coliseum, a noble old
house that deserves better.

buildings, now lost, which formed my
early impressions or were lovingly de
scribed by an older relative or friend
before I had my own first-hand
knowledge of place. Thus Portland
still consists of Sidney’s, with Sidney
himself at the piano, unmindful of
the OLCC hassles and illness in his
future. And it includes the old Mult
nomah Hotel where my mother went
y memories of Portland are
to fraternity dances from 1939 to
fond and there are certain
1942 and whose huge and elegant
scenes which can never be duplicated
lobby, done in rich greys, she still per
anywhere: a mid-summer walk
fectly—and frequently—recalls.
through raucous irises at the Japanese
And in Seattle, the long discon
Gardens; the hospitable sight of the
tinued counter-balance, a cable car
Multnomah County Library in
system which used to operate on the
autumn where, just inside the door,
steep southern incline of Queen Anne
you are invited to leave your coat in
hill, and the vanished Pantages
exchange for a handsome brass
Theater, where vaudeville lasted into
token; the lobby of the Benson Hotel
the ’50s, longer than any venue out
at Christmas.
side of New York City, are as real to
I’m not a stickler for matters of
me as the Kingdome or the space
time. For me, a city consists equally
needle—or home. • •
of those Proustian moments and
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A NEW WAVE IN SANTA
MONICA

tinct and exist irrespective of any
political structures such as the def
initions which the Goldschmidt
by Micheale Williams
planning bureau imposed on the geo
graphy of Portland. Scandinavian
Ballard is autonomous, as are the socalled International (euphemism for
Oriental) District, the University Dis
trict, which looks like Berkeley did 20
years ago, or Capitol Hill (which I
hesitate to characterize for fear of
making the same diplomatic error
which Oriana Fallaci made recently
Playboy). Like Portland’s Old Town,
Pioneer Square is not a real neigh
borhood anymore. The score is
currently Bums 5—Boutiques 4.
An aspect of Seattle that I find
charming is its alleys. Cobblestone,
paved, or crumbling to gravel, they
are throughout the city. One of the
more romantic is that section of Post
Alley which leads off south from the
Public Market and along which are
both the Pike Place Cinema and Le
Bistro. But even my block has an
alley and through it, looking south, a
glimpse of the ubiquitous blue bay.
Here I meet the “ recycling team ,”
three elderly Indians who work this
neighborhood. They zigzag through
back lots from dumpster to
dumpster, dragging heavy bags in
which they collect bottles and cans.
They work fast. Sometimes they also
find cigarettes to smoke or bread to
eat.
Seattle does have wonderful jazz,
galleries, theaters and cinemas. This
fall, Carmen McRae sang “ Get Outa
Town” at Parnell’s, part of a long
n October 31, Derek Shearer, co-author of Economic Democracy:
line-up that included Max Roach,
The Challenge of the 1980’s, spoke at the Oregon Progressive
Jimmy Witherspoon, and Sonny
Agenda's conference held at PCC. He is head of the Department of Urban
Stitt; George Tsutakawa’s sumi lob
Studies at Occidental College, on the Santa Monica Planning
sters hung at Foster-White and the
and has worked as the campaign manager for a number of
Commission
largest collection of Hindu art ever to
progressive candidates and issues In Southern California.
circulate in this country opened at the
Shearer is also the author of numerous articles published in such
Seattle Art Museum; and fourteen
periodicals
as Mother Jones, The Nation, New West, Rolling Stone and
legitimate stages, all of which pay
Parade.
His
forthcoming book is entitled Democracy in the City.
their actors money, were in full
swing. But the biggest treat is seeing
in which my wife ran unsuccess
Clinton Street Quarterly: I ’d like you
first-run pictures in clean, well-run
to begin by talking about your
fully for the state assembly in
cinemas. Shortly after my arrival, I
1977.
current political work.
caught Raging Bull at the Music Box,
Derek Shearer: I’m a planning
That was one of the first of our
a Fifth Avenue screen operated by
commissioner for the city of
local elections in which a number
SRO. The floors were swept, the
Santa Monica, California, and my
.of local activists learned the tech
ushers (ushers!) courteous, the house
nology of campaigning. It is very
Goldway,
wife,
Ruth
Yannatta
is
lights went down when the film came
the mayor. We work with a p o li
, important for people on the left to
on, the sound level was right, the
tical coalition called Santa Moni[demystify for themselves the
print intact, the gate clean, the pro
cans for Renters’ Rights, which in
skills of running a c a m p a ig n jectionist ran the film through the
April, 1981, won majority control
using computers, using direct
final credits and, as the walkout
of the city council. I was the cam
music came up, a charming entr’acte
mail, using sophisticated target
paign manager for that election,
ing, learning how to write ‘‘paid
was staged: a small squad of uni
and have been for a number of
political announcements”: tech
formed youngsters moved swiftly
local elections, including the one
through the theater picking up pop
niques that seemed to be in the

An interview with Derek Shearer
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province o f professional Demo
cratic party people or profes
sional campaigners.
In Santa Monica we’ve learned
to use all of these techniques as
well as professionals. But we’ve
merged these techniques with
new left,
the older style,
community organizing tactics of
going door-to-door and having
potluck dinners. We’ve taken the
skills that people learned in the
movements of the sixties, added
a progressive content on the
issues, and then run candidates
who’ve come out of our local
coalition.
They are not young lawyers
who come to us and say,
“ Endorse me.” They are people
who are local activists and have
been selected by the coalition. In
some cases they are asked to run;
people are sometimes reluctant
to run. Then we run them on a
slate and support them as a
coalition. We don’t divide up the
money among them individually;
we have one block of money, one
unified campaign structure.
This means that the sixtiesstyle activists, and older people
from the thirties who have been
active all their lives all work
together, creating a genuine le ft
liberal unity in Santa Monica, at
least when it comes to elections.
I realize that coalition politics is
something that is probably rare
around the country at the
moment, unfortunately, but it is a
model that we feel quite good
about. And I think that in Santa
Monica we have done what the
United Auto Workers talked about
a few years ago—built a progress
ive alliance: worked locally with
real people, real groups, and pre
sented a united front with a left
perspective on the issues, not a
middle of the road, wishy-washy,
Jimmy Carter perspective.
CSQ: In your book, Economic
Democracy: The Challenge of the
1980’s, you state that progressive
groups across America have,
“ ...educated activists on policy
issues and developed alternative
experts—people with knowledge
and skills, and democratic politics
who would be able to staff a national
reform government in the 1980s or
1990s.'' Where is the leadership to
direct such a drive to take over the
government?
Shearer: I think that it is
developing. There are people out
there who were active in the
sixties who have gotten older and
learned electoral skills. They’ve
been hired by unions to run union
organizing drives; they’ve gotten
tenure at universities as econo
mists or planners; they’ve been
elected to city councils, or in the
case of Oregon, elected to the
state legislature. They are not yet
visible at the national level, but
they’re certainly rooted in states
and cities. The part that has yet to
develop is a more formal, national
left organization or presence.
There ju s t doesn’t seem to be one
at the moment because there is
no le ft organization that has the
resources to go national. Only the
unions have the resources and
they’re moving very slowly.
I think that’s probably good
because one of the problems in
the sixties was that the leaders
were perceived as those whom
the media annointed. It was,
“ Who did the press conference in
people
Washington?”
Those
didn’t necessarily have the base.
They weren’t accountable; there
was no organizational structure.
My feeling is that the people who
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are coming up out of city and
state politics do have to be
accountable to a base. They’ve
learned to work with a lot of
people on the left, and even to
work with people a little bit to
their right. They’ve learned a lot of
new skills. They’ve had to build

local political organizations to
get elected. When those people
come together later in this
decade at a national level it w ill
be much more solid than it was in
the sixties.
I could give you a lis t of names.
There are people who are running

THE HOUSE WITH THE
BUILT-IN CHICKEN COOP
The floor is earth for the chickens to
scratch in or do whatever they do in
the dirt. The only entrance is from the
inside of the basement. A small
round 80 years ago some
window
which opens like a door is
houses in Portland were
located
about
four feet up from the
planned and constructed with built-in
basement
floor.
We never had to
chicken coops. Our old family home,
worry about a chicken thief.
now occupied by my sister and her
The chickens were placed into the
family, has a built-in chicken coop. It
coop
through this window along with
was one of the few built-ins they put
their
food and water. They also had
in the houses in those days, besides
to
be
captured and taken out of this
the indoor bathroom and the pantry.
window
when needed for dinner.
A house with these “ conveniences”
Since
of us four kids would
none
plus a full cement basement was
climb
the coop to catch a
into
considered a well-built home. My
chicken,
mama
had to do it. She had
sister’s house is located in old South
no trouble climbing up and through |
Portland (the Lair Hill Park area)
the window, but climbing back out
and I am sure there must be other
again with a terrorized chicken
flapping in her arms was a different
story. And she could expect no help
from her chicken children who ran to
the furthest reaches of the house
upon hearing the first squawks. I
never did witness the slaughter of a
chicken in our house but afterward I
tried to help mama pull out the
feathers. For reasons unknown to
me, God didn’t intend for chicken
feathers to come out easily and I
soon gave up. Later, the chicken was
held over the open flame of our
wood-burning kitchen range to singe
off the remaining fine hairs. Then it
was washed with hot water and
prepared for roasting. The chickens
were so large that one almost filled a
turkey roaster. We have never dined
on such delicious chicken since those
days.
The built-in chicken coops were not
intended for raising chickens but
simply for a few days storage between
the time you bought them from the
downtown markets on Yamhill Street
until the time you wanted to prepare
them. I recall many trips to town
accompanying mama or my older
sister; we bought our chicken and
carried it home in a shopping bag on
the streetcar. Occasionally a chicken
would try to get out of the shopping
homes of this type located around the
bag and I became very embarrassed
fringes of downtown Portland.
during those noisy tugs-of-war. But
What is a built-in chicken coop?
Well, it’s a place to keep two or three
the other passengers in the streetcar
didn’t seem to mind. They just
live chickens for a few days until you
watched and smiled and once in a
wanted to cook and eat them. This
while a kindly man would help us
। was good planning on the part of the
hold the chicken.
builder because in those days the only
Upon request we “ kept” our
refrigeration we had was an ice box.
neighbors’ chickens for a few days.
The ice box wasn’t too effective for
Their houses didn’t have a built-in
keeping food in the hot summer, but
chickencoop.
it certainly kept our linoleum clean. I
Our old houses will soon be
can still hear the frantic holler “ THE
because
downtown
destroyed
ICEBOX IS RUNNING OVER!”
Portland is stretching out toward us.
This call resounded all through our
But if you happen to be driving
big two-story house at least twice a
week and was quickly followed by the
around an area of old homes and see
sound of running footsteps to the
a large front porch with lattice
woodwork around the foundation,
kitchen where we all congregated with
mops and rags.
you can immediately identify it as a
The chicken coop comprises the
house with a built-in chicken coop.
area underneath the front porch. It is
Perhaps you can visualize the family
about 2^2 to 3 feet high and is
who occupied the house. They didn’t
enclosed on three sides by wood
have an automobile, a radio or a
latticework which allows the entry of
television set and yet, most of the
fresh air and filtered sunshine. The
time the big old house was rollicking
fourth side is the cement foundation
with laughter and happiness.
of the basement wall of the house.

BY ESTHER DIAMOND
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The ice box wasn’t
too effective for keeping
food but it sure
kept our linoleumclean ...

for office in various cities and
states who may emerge as
national leaders. It’s hard to see
now which ones may eventually
be senators or presidential
candidates, but there are a lot of
possibilities.
U.S. Representative Ron Dellums is a perfect example of a lo
cal leader who has developed a
national following, particularly
through his work with the Con
gressional Black Caucus. Ron
started out as a black social work
er in Berkeley and got involved in
local politics in Bob Scheer's
campaign in 1966 when Scheer, a
new le ft activist and writer for
Ramparts, ran for congress as a
peace candidate. Scheer needed
someone to show him around and
introduce him to the black com
munity. He met Dellums; Dellums
got involved, then ran for and won
a seat on the Berkeley City Coun
cil. Then he ran for the BerkeleyOakland congressional seat as an
anti-war, left-wing candidate and
won again.

Tome, Ron
Dellums is a good
case study of where
left leadership can
come from. It starts
as part of a local
effort and then goes
on to the national
level.
Now Ron is the only openly
socialist member of congress.
He’s won a lo t of respect for his
leadership on national issues,
such as health services. He’s a
national figure, an international
figure, really, on defense and
m ilitary spending, and human
rights issues.
To me, Ron's a good case study
of where left leadership can come
from. It started as part of a local
effort and then goes to the
national level. Ron then turns
around and tries to endorse local
candidates for other elected
offices—like county supervisor,
state assembly, city councils. He
has used his position to try and
help other people get elected.
He’s a good example of someone
trying to be a responsible left
public figure.
CSQ: What of Jack Anderson’s
that
Dellums
is
comments
“ quixotic,” ineffective and tilting at
windmills?
Shearer: I think that is partly a
function of the fact that he is
black. And to be effective as a
member of congress, given a
conservative congress, that is no
real useful thing to be. My view is
that Ron’s skills are best realized
in his articulation of the progress
ive perspective on national and
international issues, and that's
fine. I don’t m ind that there are
other people who can work the
floor and count the votes.
Again, he was not elected to
congress in order to make the
congress work better for the
middle. It’s like saying that
Gretchen Kafoury is not one of
the most effective members of
the Oregon State Legislature
because she is pushy and talks
about her issues too much and
her bills don’t pass. Well, if her
bills were to pass in the form that
the current legislature would
allow, she would be selling out
Illustration by Nancy Norman

her principles.
CSQ: Left electoral efforts are
apparently only successful when
they are run within the Democratic
Party. What is your response to this
fact, and what is your view of third
party efforts on the left?
Shearer: I am an advocate of
working within the left wing of the
Democratic Party when there are
partisan elections. It’s my view
that the parties are not very
strong. They are weak parties.
There is virtually no party organi
zation. There is no ideological
test. When Tom Hayden wanted
to run for the senate in California,
he said, " I ’m going to run as a
Democrat." No one could say,
"You’re not a Democrat. We don’t
want you to run.” And if he’d won,
he would have been, "the Demo
crat.” A Democrat is defined by
whoever runs and wins on the
Democratic ticket.

Santa Monica Mayor
Ruth Yannatta Goldway
The problem is that while the
parties are loosely organized and
weak, it is a strong two party
system. It is not a parliamentary
system. Historically, Americans
are not accustomed to voting for
third parties. This system makes
it very hard for third party efforts,
as the results tend to be winner
take all.
Therefore, a vote for the Citi
zens Party or the Peace and Free
dom Party is seen as a vote for the
right. What they're doing is p u ll
ing votes away from the Demo
crats to elect a right-wing Repub
lican. In the sixties and early
seventies in California, for exam
ple, the Peace and Freedom Party
actually defeated a few very lib
eral Democratic Party candidates.
And the Republicans even secret
ly gave money to the Peace and
Freedom Party precisely to en
courage that outcome.
So i t ’s always been my opinion,
and i t ’s basically a pragmatic
decision, that the Democratic
Party is the closest thing to a
labor party that there is in the
United States. It’s the functional
equivalent of the British Labour
Party or the French Socialist
Party or the German Social
Democratic Party. The problem is
that it doesn’t have a left. And the
only way i t ’s going to get a le ft is
if people get in there and win like
we’ve done in Santa Monica.
We are seen as Democrats, but
we’re the Democrats for rent
control. By creating a rent control
movement in the state we have
pulled liberal and moderate
Democrats in city council and
mayoral offices around the state
over to our position, so that now,
the mayor of Los Angeles has to
even
control,
rent
support
though, left to his own devices,

he wouldn’t support it at all.
I think the system is pretty
open. The hard task is for people
to do the organizing work, find
good candidates or initiatives or
organizing strategies, and to run,
contend and win.
CSQ: How were you able, in Santa
Monica, to overcome the historical
bane of left electoral efforts, low
voter turnout?
Shearer: What we found in Santa
Monica was that by putting
really
forward
issues
that
affected people's lives—like rent
control— we changed the turnout.
In Santa Monica, voter turnout
traditionally had been around
20%. When we put rent control on
the ballot and went door-to-door
with candidates pledged to rent
control, and said, "W e’re going to
stop evictions; we’re going to
control your rents, we’re going to
give you new rights as tenants,"
turnout rose to 50%. And it turns
out that it wasn’t a one-shot
effort. After we won rent control
in 1979, there were a series of
elections that followed, and
turnout stayed over 50%. That is
why we win elections: because of
increased turnout.
I believe that the only way to
increase turnout is to run people
and initiatives that are left; left in
the sense that if they win, they
w ill make some significant d iff
erence, so that people recognize
that there is a reason to vote, that
there is something important at
stake. And that's the only way.
You don’t increase turnout by
vague voter registration drives,
voter education, "gosh, we wish
people would be better citizens.”
I think a lot of people are
correct when they perceive that
it doesn’t matter that much who
they vote for. When they feel it
matters, then they turn out to
vote. That was the same thing
that happened in the thirties. The
turnout increased among people
voting,
been
hadn’t
who
particularly the women who were
married to working class men,
younger and first-time voters, and
second generation immigrants.
People who m ight not have voted,
or hadn't been voting much in the
twenties, felt that there was so
much at stake that they started to
vote. And when they did, it
pushed the country to the
left; they supported the New Deal.
I t ’s sort of a self-fulfilling
prophecy. If you don’t contend, if
you sit back on the left and you
ju st have study groups and
seminars and you talk about low
participation and the fact that
nobody is putting forward good
ideas, then it won’t ever happen.
Here in Portland, a lot of people
told this woman, Margaret Stra
chan, who’s been a neighborhood
activist and worked on a lot of
neighborhood issues, "You don’t
have the name identification; you
shouldn’t run; it's hopeless.” But
she went ahead and ran and it
turned out that because she was
perceived as the strongest issue
candidate, she won. If she’d
conventional
the
followed
wisdom, she’d never have run.
Even if she’d run and lost, the
next time people would remem
ber and say, "Hey, she ran a
pretty good campaign. She’s
pretty smart. I ’d like to support
her. ”
CSQ: So you agree, then, that a
candidate must run more than once.
Again if they win, again if they lose?
Shearer: Absolutely! Yes. That’s
the lesson from around the world.
Allende ran three times. The third
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time he won. Papandreou ran
once, they put him in jail. He ran
again and got 75%. Then he got
25°/o; and finally, 45%. Mitterrand
ran two or three times; conten
ded, narrowly lost, and ran again.
I don’t think there’s anything
wrong with running and losing. A
lo t o f the time, you have to run
ju s t to learn how to do it. And you
need to have the experience to
test people in that arena. I t ’s very
difficult, sometimes, for someone
who’s been a community or le ft
wing organizer, to get used to the
public role of being a candidate.
They must learn to deal with the
press and electronic media; to
work with people on their right in
a friendly way without giving in on
th e ir issues. They have to learn
how to handle themselves in
public. These are skills that can’t
be learned in school. The more
people get out there and do it, the
better they get at it. But it takes a
process, a progressive program,
and the support of a local political
coalition.
CSQ: In Economic Democracy,
you state that, "...the two essential
elements of any strategy of
fundamental reform in the United
States today are: (1) the shift of
investment control from corporate
domination to the public; and (2) the
reconstruction of economic decis
ion making through democratic,
worker- and worker/consumer-controlled production." How have you
applied these precepts to your work
in Santa Monica?
Shearer: The city in America has
historically been run in the
interest of the downtown busi
ness groups, particularly real es
tate interests. Most local politics
in America are dominated by peo
ple who are developers, bankers,
insurance agents and realtors—
people who make money o ff of
how land is used.
City government has the most
direct control over these inter
ests. In Santa Monica, we very d i
rectly intervened in the housing
market and put forward the view
that housing should not be a mar
ket good subject to speculation.
It should be regulated. Housing
should be viewed like a public
utility. People have a right to
affordable housing, ju s t as they
have a right to telephone service,
or gas or water at a fair price. We
are regulating housing through
rent control. And we are giving
tenants rights which they haven’t
had before, such as ju s t cause for
eviction. And we’re going to
prevent condominium conver
sions because that is not new
housing; that’s ju st refurbishing
existing housing in order to make
a big profit by throwing out one
class of people for a higher in
come class. We can do this be
cause we have the legal right un
der
governmental
American
powers.
What we’ve done, very directly,
is to open up a section of the eco
nomy— the housing market— to
public control and democratic
control, through a democratically
elected rent control board. In San
ta Monica, we’ve given people an
increased measure of control

over one area of their lives—
housing and housing costs.
We are also trying to aid and
support locally based small
businesses and community enter
prises like cooperatives and
community development corpora
tions, because we feel that these
kinds
of
locally
oriented
businesses are the most respon
sive to people. It makes the most
sense to talk about a market or a
market place when you’re talking
about a local small business that
has to deal with consumers in the
community.
Word does get
around about good products,
good restaurants, adequate ser
vice and how you’re treated as a
customer and person. It makes a
big difference.
The people who run local
businesses have to be responsive
to the community or they can’t
stay in business. Whereas, if you

In Santa Monica,
we ’re using the
powers of the city to
benefit the
residents of the city,
not the owners of
capital. What we’re
really saying is that
the city government
collectively repre
sents the people
who live in the city.
They are our first
concern.
go into a big chain store, like a
Safeway or a Penneys, people are
not polite or the product is
shoddy, they don’t care that
much.
What we've been doing is very
deliberately supporting the local
businesses. Through community
economic development efforts,
we are trying to create more
employee-owned and communityowned, community based enter
prises. We have done some very
simple things like developing a
farmers’ market. The city provides
its streets for nothing and small
family farmers come in and sell
food directly to the people. The
senior citizens love it because
they get cheap food; people like
the old style market atmosphere;
and small businesses downtown,
which have been suffering be
cause of a new mall with big
chain stores, like it because
people come downtown.
In Santa Monica, we're using
the powers of the city to benefit
the residents of the city, not the
owners of capital. What we’re
really saying is that the city
government collectively repre
sents the people who live in the
city. They are our first concern.
Our priority is the quality of life in
the city for the people who live
there—not that the few people
who own capital get richer. • •

THIS CHRISTMAS,
USE SOME
IMAGINATION.
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FREEDOM IS THE ISSUE

The problem is the marijuana laws—
not marijuana use.

NEEDED ACTION

If we can collect 60,000 signatures of valid, registered
Oregon voters on petitions, this measure will be voted on by
the people of Oregon in a general election. If it passes, it will
become law.
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tures, and collecting funds for the campaign.
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FAREWELL,
MONROE
DOCTRINE

Three dates o f
change in Latin
America

IN I960, C. Wright Mills visited the
1 newly created school of political
science at the National University of
Mexico. For most of the students
and teachers of government of my
generation, this was their first
contact with the intelligentsia of the
United States. The residue of good
feeling left by the Roosevelt era had
died in Guatemala; the majority of
universities and scientific and
cultural organizations in Latin
America had sided with the
Guatemalan revolutionaries and had
decided to shun their U.S. counter
parts after the invasion of 1954. This
was the result of disillusionment, of
outrage, and even of a certain
confusion.
In 1954 an invasion of Guatemala
had taken place. It was nominally
headed by a putschist colonel,
Carlos Castillo Armas. It had been
carefully planned by the American
ambassador, John Peurifoy. It was
armed,
launched,
and
then
consolidated in power by the United
States Central Intelligence Agency.
It permitted the secretary of state,
John Foster Dulles, to gloat over
what he called "a glorious victory."
A "glorious victory" over what?
According to the U.S. government it
was communist influence in Guate
mala, the communist-inspired gov
ernment of Jacobo Arbenz Guzman.
A "glorious victory" for what? For
the unilaterally proclaimed Monroe
Doctrine— this Monroe Doctrine
that periodically and conveniently
pops out of the ghost-closet of the
U.S. government until it meets its
special sibling, the Brezhnev Doc
trine; this Monroe Doctrine that
would ban extracontinental interven
tions in this hemisphere but not
extracontinental interventions by
the United States in other hemis
pheres and most assuredly not in
this one, its backyard, its most im
mediate sphere of influence, Latin
America; this Monroe Doctrine that
ironically and conveniently forgets
that if a Monroe Doctrine had been
in effect in 1776, the United States
would not exist. There was more evi
dence of French intervention in the
North American War of Indepen
dence than there is or, I fear, ever
shall be, of Soviet intervention in the
Salvadoran civil war.
1954: a glorious victory against
democracy
in
the
name
of
democracy. The ■ victory of that
extraordinary mixture of malice and
innocence, arrogance and ignor
ance that has, as a rule, character-
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Amother and her child bound for the
annual fiesta of Santa Caterina Nauhala, Guatemala

( CT
1 tell gringos that
when they come to
Mexico they should
keep away from the
stones. There are too
many beautiful stones
in Mexico and they
distract you from the
people. Stick to the
p e o p le .''
Women gather at the pila for wash
day conversation (Highland Guatemala)

themselves), knew the political tra
ditions and cultural realities of Gua
temala in 1954 or know those of El
Salvador in 1981? How many were
OW MANY people in this
aware of Guatemala’s troubled his
tory, the background it shared with
country, except a few special
Latin America: conquest and coloniists (certainly not the policy-makers

ized Washington’s politics in Latin
America.

H

By
Carlos
Fuentes

zation in the sixteenth century, legal
independence and economic depen
dency since the nineteenth century,
the heritage of our perennial
struggle between civilization and
barbarism— the basic dilemma of
our nations, far beyond ideological
nitpicking and strategic posturing—
this demand that we choose be
tween civilization, the respect due to
a man's hands, a woman's sex, or a
child’s eyes, or barbarism and the
brutality that humiliates, tortures,
and then murders us all?
How many citizehs of this country
were aware, in 1954 or today, of the
dramatic struggles in Guatemala,
throughout the first half of the
nineteenth century, between the
liberalism of Francisco Morazan
and the return to colonial privilege
and exploitation under the military
chieftain and lifetime president,
Rafael Carrera; of the liberal re
forms introduced by Justo Rufino
Barrios after Carrera's death; of the
fight against aristocratic privileges,
for the separation of church and
state, and for universal education?
And if these realities were
ignored, how dare the faraway
government or the United States
rush in as if it knew them intimately
and were capable of acting in the
best interests of a people who alone
understood the dynamics of their
own history, their own contradic
tions, their family affairs?
How many people in the United
States, as Dulles celebrated the
"glorious victory," could recall the
twenty-two-year-long dictatorship of
Manuel Estrada Cabrera, built on
repression and the piecemeal
surrender of the country to the
United Fruit Company— until in
1920 Congress declared the presi
dent insane? Huw many could re
member
the
founeen-year-long
dictatorship of Jorge Ubico, the
gerontocratic "easy rider" whr> mili
tarized Guatemala on Mussolini’s
model, right down to the elementary
schools?
How many, finally, knew and
understood that the general strike of
1944,
the
Central
American
"Solidarity" movement of its day,
gave birth to iho first twentieth
century democracy in Guatemala,
the successive governments nf
Juan Jose Arevalo and Jacobo
Arbenz Guzman, the creation of a
labor code, social security, a free
school
system,
and
agrarian
reform?
Democracy in Guatemala in the

Photographs from the M ilholland Archive

1940s and 1950s meant the massive
transfer of power from the army to
the labor and peasant organizations.
I stress its importance because if
Guatemalan democracy had been
allowed to persist it would have
influenced democracy in El Salva
dor, Honduras, and Nicaragua, and
would then have met Costa Rican
democracy; perhaps a truly Central
American model would have been
born of this experience. Instead, the
experience
was aborted
with
callous, imperial blindness; the
price is being paid today, in money
and blood, in El Salvador.
Democracy in Guatemala, demo
cracy in Nicargua, democracy in El
Salvador was born, is being born,
shall be born of the local experien
ces of Spanish conquest and coloni
zation, formal independence, eco
nomic dependency, liberal reforms,
and dictatorial repression. In 1954,
these Guatemalan
experiences
were violated and corrupted by the
CIA invasion. This was the only non
Guatemalan experience suffered by
Guatemala. The rest was, as ever,
malice and ignorance, innocence
and arrogance.
1954 was an important year for
the men and women of my genera
tion because the hopes for Franklin
Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Poli
cy— which, with political imagina
tion and pragmatic respect for non
intervention, had met the dramatic
challenge of the Mexican Revolution
under President Lazaro Cardenas,
thus ensuring collaboration within
the Western hemisphere against the
Axis— were now buried inside an
iceberg that not even the warm wa
ters of the Caribbean could melt.
It was an important year, because
it proved how uneven was the
balance of forces in the hemisphere
at the time. The Dulles resolution
against Guatemala at the Caracas
Inter-American Conference was
approved almost unanimously, with
only two abstaining votes: those of
Mexico and Uruguay. Mexico paid
for its unruliness with the economic
pressures exerted on it by the Eisen
hower administration: the flight of
capital and the devaluation of the
peso.
It was an important year, 1954,
because political development in
Guatemala was not merely interrup
ted by violent foreign intervention;
it has been continually perverted
and poisoned down to this very day.
Today Guatemala is a terrorist
nation; the principal terrorist is the

Amerchant with his wares just off
the Lima-Huancayo train (Peru)
government of General Lucas Garc'a, and the violence that exists
there stretches to the extremes of
indiscriminate murder of political
leaders, abduction of dissidents, tor
ture of missionaries and other social
workers, the moral prostitution of
young Indians forced to deny their
heritage, insult their parents in
public, and become murderous
goons of the dictatorship.

The isolation o f Cuba
JJ^H E N

SOME of us met C.

F r Wright Mills in Mexico in
1961, my second date, we realized

that we should distinguish between
the actions of the U.S. government
and those of the democratic polity in
this country. We realized that the
best interests of democracy in the
U.S. and Latin America were served
not by isolation but rather by a will
ingness to build bridges and make
sure that communication was kept
alive above and beyond visa restric
tions, prejudices, and honest differ
ences of opinion.
"Keep in touch, ” said Mills back
in 1961. "We need you and maybe
you’ll need us.” He added: “ I tell
gringos that when they come to
Mexico they should keep away from
the stones. There are too many

O N CARLOS FUENTES
by David Milholland

T have always represented

JL the foreign policy of Mex
ico, a policy I couldn’t agree more
with—and which I defend very
much, because I believe it is a
reasonable, sensible policy that
Americans should understand
and heed, because we are much

more in touch with the reality of
Central America and the Carib
bean than anybody in this country
can be.”
Long recognized as Mexico’s
foremost novelist, Carlos Fuen
tes served as his nation’s ambas
sador to France in the mid-Seven
ties. Yet in his work, and often
publicly, he has spoken out
against that government’s worse
excesses and the flaws within the
bureaucratic structure that has
become Mexico’s “Institutional
revolution.” Fuentes has made
the Mexican reality, its violent
and colorful history, Its complex
admixture of races and classes,
and its slow emergence from op
pressed colony to a new status as
an oil-rich middle state, a central
subject of his many novels.
“I am interested, more than
anything, in the dramatic con
flicts. It is not so much a thing,
Cont. on next page

beautiful stones in Mexico and they
distract you from the people. Stick
to the people.” And he also said,
‘‘Do things your way. Don’t sit
forever waiting to see what the U.S.
will do or won't do. To hell with the
United States: do your own stuff. ”
Aye, there’s the rub: that when
Latin America does not “ do its own
stuff,” it is accused of being
composed of a bunch of shiftless,
whining, grumbling, irresponsible
beggars who throw all the blame for
their native problems on the
shoulders of the United States.
But when we do do something
about our condition, we are accused
of being communist agents and
Soviet-trained terrorists, a subver
sive menace in the very backyard of
the United States. We are then wor
thy only of being bombed back into
the underdevelopment we should
never have left. If ever there was an
international Catch-22, it is surely
this one.
At the beginning of the 1960s, the
Cuban revolutionaries were experi
menting with self-government. In
stead of respecting them, as the
Roosevelt administration had done
in Mexico’s case, the Eisenhower
administration slammed the door in
Cuba's face, countered every inter
nal revolutionary reform with U.S.
sanctions and propaganda, and
prepared the invasion plans, again
conceived by the CIA, which the
Kennedy administration inherited
and sent to defeat at the Bay of Pigs.
But as 1962 dawned, the balance
of power had changed. At the Punta
del Este Conference in late January,
the United States tried to ram through
the collective decision to break re
lations with Cuba, expel her govern
ment from the OAS, and launch a
barrage of economic and political
sanctions against the Castro re
gime.
Once again it was Mexico, this
time standing quite alone, which
refused to go along with a decision it
judged legally unfounded and poli
tically foolish. But this time the dis
tribution of forces in the world was
different. The Lopez Mateos admini
stration in Mexico could make a
show of alliance with Gaullist
France and with the leaders of the
’ nonaligned movement, establish
trade with communist bloc coun
tries, and nationalize Americanowned utilities.
I was in Havana the day the first

Cont. on next page
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Soviet tanker sailed into the harbor,
bringing the Cuban government the
oil it would otherwise have been
denied. This was the price of its re
fusal to knuckle under to U.S. sanc
tions. I said to myself then that the
history of our continent, for better or
worse, had changed forever. The
cold war had killed the Good Neigh
bor Policy. Its consequences be
came frighteningly evident during
the October missile crisis.
I also told myself that Latin Ameri
ca should never again allow itself to
be put in the quandary of having to
choose between the United States
and the Soviet Union; that the next
revolution should find conditions
that would offer a choice among diff
erent sources of economic and poli
tical support. Those revolutions
have now come, first in Nicaragua
and now in El Salvador. They have
come about for the same reasons
that they came to the thirteen colo
nies in 1776, to France in 1789, to
Mexico in 1910, to Russia in 1917, to
Guatemala in 1944, to China in
1948, to Bolivia and Cuba in the
1950s, and to the whole colonized
world in the aftermath of World War
II; for reasons rooted in the local cul
ture, history, and economy; in the
heavens and hells of a people’s ima
gination, its memory, its hopes, its
self.

For whether the
U nited States loses or
wins militarily in El
Salvador, it will
always lose in the
e n d .*'
'T

HE PROBLEMS in El Salvador
J L in 1981, my third date, have
been around for five centures; their
name is colonialism, the internal
colonialism of the traditional ruling
class and the external colonialism
inherent in client-state relations.
El Salvador shares with Guate
mala, and Nicaragua under the
Somozas— indeed, to some degree,
with all of Latin America—problems
that existed a long time before the
United States or the Soviet Union
came into being, problems as old as
the discovery of the New World. Our
lands were not only discovered and
colonized; they were conquered,
and conquest plus colonization
spells what Max Weber called patrimonialism, a condition brought on
by the confusion of all public and pri
vate rights in favor of the chieftain
and his clan of relatives, favorites,'
sycophants, and hangers-on. Patrimonialism— the right of the conquis
tador—precludes competent ad
ministration or economic planning; it
is based on obedience and whim,
not law. This state of things requires
a standing patrimonial army—
thugs, mercenaries, death squads,
responsible to no law save that of
the caprice of the ruling clan.
This patrimonialist confusion of
public and private functions and
appropriations has been the style of
governance in Latin America almost
constantly, from the Indian empires
to the Spanish colonies to the
Republican nations. We in Latin
America understand this. We know
intimately that if we do not abolish
these conditions ourselves, we shall
never be viable societies and
harmonious communities, minimally
prosperous, sufficiently indepen
dent.
Many men and women have tried
to change this barbaric order
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through reform: Juarez in Mexico,
Sarmiento in Argentina, Battle in
Uruguay, Arevalo in Guatemala,
Allende in Chile. Others have had to
use arms: Morelos and Morazan,
Juarez when conservative militar
ism allied itself with French inter
vention to oppose the reform laws/
Zapata, Sandino, and Guevara. The
United States, too, knows this con
flict between reform and revolution.
Jackson and the two Roosevelts and
Kennedy were able to reform; Wash
ington and Lincoln had to fight, and
their fights were cruel, bloody, and
necessary. But they never had to
reform or revolutionize such a per
sistent, ancient, slow-moving crea
ture as this turtle of Latin American
patrimonialism, protected by its
standing army.
Today there are deep inequalities
and staggering poverty in many
other nations of Latin America, Afri
ca, and Asia; but there is not always
an accompanying revolutionary situ
ation. Sometimes, as in Mexico or
India, nationalist revolutions have
created political institutions that
cushion class warfare, permit poli
cies of mediation and even of post
ponement, and are at times capable
of effectively and flexibly reforming
themselves. In Algeria and Zimbab
we, Tanzania and Nigeria, institu
tions are being fashioned out of the
anti-colonial experience, and many
of the problems of those new
nations will surely find political solu
tions.

GASTRONOMIC

The colonial-military
com plex
TN EL SALVADOR political develJLopment was brutally interrupted
in 1932, when the army, under the
command of General Maximiliano
Hernandez Mart'nez, surrounded
and massacred 30,000 people in
order to crush a rebellion of pea
sants and proletarians who were
simply asking for a minimum wage.
Political freedom in El Salvador has
been smothered ever since, from
coup to rigged election to counter
coup and through a constant unre
sponsiveness to the needs of the
people. Who cared? Who knew any
thing about this nation, the smallest,
the most densely inhabited, and one
of the poorest nations in our hemis
phere?
I shall tell you who knew. Father
Rutilio Grande knew, who was killed
because he said that poverty is not
the will of God but the greed of a
few. Archbishop Oscar Romero
knew, who was killed because he
found it intolerable that illiteracy in
El Salvador affected nearly half of
the population. Four American
missionaries knew, who went to
work and help so that the level of
infant mortality in El Salvador should
not be three or four times higher
than that of any other Western
nation. President Jose Napoleon
Duarte should know, he who was
tortured by the same thugs with
whom he shares power today, who
was deprived of his electoral victory
in 1972 by the same gorillas with
whom today he offers free elections
to a population that has seen its
brothers and sisters and fathers and
mothers and children die, assassin
ated by the same death squads that
are supposed to guarantee free
elections in El Salvador.
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ON CARLOS FUENTES
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precisely, of choosing sides.
Sometimes my characters ex
press thoughts that are there be
dramatic
are
they
cause
thoughts, and In contraposition
to others...And since I think that
reality is a product of history and
not of the ideological ghosts,
then I prefer the reality, with all its
contradictions, with all of its
crimes, with all its grime, with all
its blood, to the virginal purity of
the ideology.”
uthor Fuentes brings to his

A

work a remarkable perspec
tive, forged not only of long
intense investigation into the
roots of the Mexican experience,
but also years of residency
abroad, in Europe, the United
States (he Is currently a resident
of Princeton, New Jersey) and
other nations of the Americas.
Chilean author Jose Donoso (in
The Boom In Spanish Literature,
Columbia University Press, 1977)
calls Fuentes “the first active and
conscious agent of the Spanish
American noveL.He spoke Eng
lish and French perfectly. He had
read every novel, including Henry
James, and he had seen all the
paintings and all the films in all
the capitals of the world. He did
not have the annoying arrogance
of pretending to be a simple son
ES, THOSE who knew have
of the people...He was elegantly
dressed and it was easy to see
been silenced. The political
opposition has been decimated. Yetthat his clothes were important to
him. But despite his elegance, it
a revolution of complex composi
turned out that Carlos Fuentes
and
agrarian,
tio n-C ath o lic,
had very vigorous missions...
nationalist in its roots, but also with
Fuentes told me that after the
strong Marxist, democratic Christ
Cuban Revolution he agreed to
ian, and social-democratic ele-

Y

speak publicly only of politics,
never of literature; that in Latin
America the two were Inseparable
and that now Latin America could
look only to Cuba. His enthus
iasm for the figure of Fidel Castro
in that period and his faith in the
revolution excited the entire Con
gress of Intellectuals (in Con
cepcion, Chile, 1962), which was
strongly politicized as a result of
his presence.”
The image of hope that Cuba
presented our southern neigh
bors, too long awash in a Yankee
sea, has since been sullied by the
inevitable complications and
compromises of political reality.
So If Fuentes is less avidly pro
andCastro than he was in those
heady days, neither has he turned
on his long-time friend. Today,
with Mexico’s star on the rise, he
is more likely to invoke memory
of Juarez, Villa or Cardenas.
“ In 1938, Lazaro Cardenas (Pre
sident of Mexico) expropriated the
English, Dutch, and North Ameri
can oil companies. My father told
me that at first they hadn’t known
what to do. The companies had
taken with them their technicians,
their engineers, even the plans of
their refineries and wells. They’d
said, drink your oil and see how
you like the taste! The capitalist
countries declared a boycott
against Mexico. My father says
they’d had to improvise to keep
going. But it had been worth it. No
more White Guards, the company’s
private army, stealing land and
cutting off the ears of rural school
teachers. And most important of
all, people looked one another in
the face,” (Felix Maldonado in
Fuentes’ The Hydra Head, Farrar,
Straus Giroux, 1978).
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pace, his intellectual breadth and
cognition more than two de
his critique of the West’s belief In
cades ago with his Where the Air linear time and the notion of “pro
is Clear, an eclectic, idiosyncratic
gress” it thrusts in Its wake.
and lyrical pastiche of the many
“Capitalism is the religion of fu
interlocked worlds which inhabit
turity. Yet in the name of the fu
Mexico City. His reputation was
ture, we may not have a future at
solidified by such works as Aura,
all.” He counterposed the time
The Good Conscience, A Change
notions of many cultures— In
of Skin and The Death of Artemio
dian, Chinese, Zapotec—as well
Cruz (which many consider his
as the visions of such writers as
best—a man of the Revolution
Borges, Faulkner, Woolf, Kafka,
looks back at his success, the
Proust and Beckett. “The novel is
product of compromise, betrayal
the literary form with the most
and alienation from those he
complexity that permits us to re
loved). All the while, he has
create time...to create more his
served as a major organizer of and
tory.” He stated that the Imposi
stimulus for the first internation
tion of one sense of time denies
ally famous generation of Latin
the others. “ If the future is to
American novelists— Gabriel Garhave a future, It must have a past.
cfa Marquez, Mario Vargas Llosa,
If you chase the past out the door,
Julio Cortazar, etc. Now, with the
it will come in the window wear
recent publication of his vast
ing disguises.”
epic, Terra Nostra, which spans
Carlos Fuentes, in his writings
centuries, continents, and our en
and in his public statements,
tire literary history, and The Hydra
urges us to tap into this multi
Head, an eminently readable
faceted, often contradictory reali
thriller on the world of petro-polity, and to protect It. “When we
tics, Carlos Fuentes has reached
live in a world such as ours,
a maturity of vision and voice that
where the nations of the Third
should be the envy of writers
World arrive at the rims of the
everywhere.
shores of progress, just when pro
“I am now writing the three
gress is In crisis In the nations
novels I couldn’t write before, be
that have successfully accom
cause I didn’t have the technical
plished the Industrial Revolution,
Instruments to write them with.
we- must ask ourselves If we
Novels I had been carrying with
should not keep all this past in
me since I was 15-20 years old.
reserve for the rainy days of his
Now I say, God almighty, this Is
tory. We don’t know what’s going
the reward of aging, you finally
to happen.”
know you can sit down and do
Carlos Fuentes’ statements come from
this novel the way it should be
his Keith Morden Lectures and from an
done.”
interview he gave to David Milholland of
His first Keith Morden Memor
the Clinton St. Quarterly and Vernon Pe
ial Lecture at PSU gave us
terson of Willamette Week, much of
reasons to look forward to his fur
which appears in the November 11 issue
ther literary work. Fuentes liter
of that paper.
ally swept us off our feet with his
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ments, with militant students and
accountants, printers and bank
clerks— has claimed the right to do
for El Salvador what has not been
achieved in nearly five centures: the
abolition of colonialism, and at the
very least the creation of a few con
ditions that might permit some evo
lution of the political structure.
They have met the army. I sup
pose they have found out what every
Latin American democratic move
ment has had to find out for itself:
that as long as the army protects the
fortress of colonialism, conditions
will continue as they traditionally
always have. Perhaps the problem
for El Salvador is not the overthrow
of this or that junta, but the over
throw of the army. For the army is
the only obstable standing between
the congealed colonialism that
feeds its own vicious circle and any
form of evolutionary democracy. In
order to exist, colonialism needs an
army to protect it by repression; in
order to exist, the army needs a
colonial structure, which it must de
fend
and
preserve
through
repression.
The problem is there. It has been
there for nearly five centuries. But it
has been forgotten. It is conven
iently forgotten every time Latin
America makes a move toward inde
pendence.
When the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, Jeanne Kirkpatrick,
says that violence in El Salvador is
created by outside intervention, not
by social injustice, which has
"existed for decades," she forgets
that violence has also existed for de
cades; that it has, in fact, co-existed
with social injustice for centuries.
And when Secretary of State Alex
ander Haig says that "we are not
going to be dragged into another
Vietnam, but the problems will be
dealt with at the source of the diffi
culty, ” it is to be hoped that he
understands that the "source of the
difficulty" in El Salvador is military
and paramilitary repression, the pre
vention of political evolution by the
army.
Perhaps Mr. Haig and Ms. Kirk
patrick, if they are real anticommu
nists, will come to understand that
by helping the military in El Salvador
they help communism in El Salva
dor; that by identifying the Soviet
Union with the revolution in El Sal
vador they hand the Soviet Union a
moral victory that belongs only to
the Salvadoran people. And that
even if Cuba and the Soviet Union
did not exist, there would still be a
revolution in El Salvador. And that if
it were true that arms are flowing
into El Salvador from Hanoi and
Havana and Managua, and should
they then cease to flow, the civil war
would continue in El Salvador,
because it depends on historical
factors that have nothing to do with
communism— and because most of
the arms that flow in come from pri
vate sources of contraband in Flo
rida, Texas, and California.
The State Department White Pa
per on communist intervention in El
Salvador proves nothing. The same
arms that have been photographed
over and over, for Indochinese and
Cuban and now Salvadoran effect;
the captions and the photographs do
not coincide; an example of what,
ludicrously, does coincide is the
sinister "m eeting" between Salva
doran communists and Sandinistas
in Managua on a particular date,
which happens to be the date o f the
the anniversary of the Nicaraguan
Revolution. So that Ambassadors
McHenry and Pezullo, who were
also present, stand accused as well.
What can be proved is that if the
Salvadoran rebels had half the arms
that the State Department credits

them with, they would by now have
swept the army barracks and
captured the abundant U.S. material
shipped into El Salvador; that the
army
commanders
themselves
smirk at the allegations of the State
Department, because they know the
rebels have mostly old rifles and
bazookas and whatever they can get
on the international black market.
But they will not say so publicly; they
need arms to control El Salvador
and repress, again and again, any
attempt at even minimal change.
For how long would the present
agrarian reforms outlive the triumph
of the army and the death squads in
El Salvador? Two sets of figures tell
the tale: 240 members of the new
agrarian cooperatives have now
been murdered by the paramilitary
forces; eighty co-ops are paying
"protection" to the army. Protection
from what? From the death squads
trained, armed, and financed by the
army itself, of course.

The way out o f
El Salvador
HE WAY OUT of this mess is by

T

not identifying military success
in El Salvador with the prestige of
the United States. For whether the
United States loses or wins militarily
in El Salvador, it will always lose in
the end. It loses because if it thinks
it has won it will have done so at the
expense of the social and economic
self-determination of the Salvadoran
people. It will only have strength
ened the prevailing official brutality
and postponed the next insurrec
tion. But it also loses if it thinks it has
lost militarily, because it will then
have passed up the opportunity to
help El Salvador in the only way it
can be helped by the United States.

*<
cared? Who
knew anything about
this nation, the
smallest, the most
densely inhabited,
and one o f the
poorest nations in our
hemisphere?"
This way is for the United States to
swallow hard and choose to become
simply one among many partici
pating forces in the solving of El
Salvador’s economic and social pro
blems, according to El Salvador’s
needs.
For 1981 is not 1954; it is not even
1961. The opposition in El Salvador
knows, as the revolutionaries in
Nicaragua have learned, that once
in power it can and should choose a
plurality of sources of support— fi
nancial, technological, political. The
choice for Nicaragua and El Salva
dor, the choice for all the under
developed nations, is not between
the United States and the Soviet
Union. It is between cold-war sub
mission to one of the superpowers
and the new, freer polity taking
shape in spite of Moscow and Wash
ington.
The balance of forces in 1981 is
not what it was in 1954 or in 1961.
The U.S. should take a good hard
look at the Central American and
Caribbean area; link the realities
there to those of the emerging
nations in Asia and Africa, especial
ly after the election of Francois
Mitterrand in France; understand
Western Europe's desirable role as
an enlightened broker in the rela
tions between the developing and
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the industrialized worlds; glance at
the severe tensions within the Soviet
bloc; and conclude, with true cour
age, with true self-interest, that no
body’s welfare can be furthered by
inventing a fictitious fulcrum of EastWest confrontation in a small coun
try where, even if it should “ go
communist,’’ the Soviet Union
would be unable to maintain it within
its orbit without paying an exhorbi
tant material price. I suspect, how
ever, that the Soviet Union does not
want El Salvador in its orbit. The So
viet Union prefers to wink at the Uni
ted States and say: “ We have un
derstood you. You can do whatever
you like in your sphere of influence.
We can do whatever we like in ours.
We strangle Afghanistan.
You
strangle El Salvador. We strangle
Poland. You strangle Nicaragua.
And if it comes to the crunch and
you want to strike at sources not
outside the target area, here goes
Cuba and here comes West Berlin.
Okay?"
No, it is not okay; the balance has
changed because Mexico and
Venezuela have emerged as import
ant economic and political powers
in the Americas. They have a role to
play in Central America and the
Caribbean. They are playing that
role, and their message is, Hands
off El Salvador, everyone. Negoti
ate. Do not internationalize an inter
nal conflict. Do not invent an EastWest confrontation in a land that
only requires North-South coopera
tion. The United States has a role to
play, too, but only if it is in concert
with the other nations of the area.
What no one will tolerate is a pro
consular attitude from Washington.
What we expect of the United
States is loyal participation in our

own Latin American policy of
shifting power from the army to the
people; of ending the long rule of the
army; of cooperating with Mexico
and Venezuela and Costa Rica and
West Germany and the Soviet Union
and East Germany and Sweden and
Japan and Canada and France in
offering the people of El Salvador
and Nicaragua the plural sources of
aid they need to reconstruct their
shattered economies.
What we expect of the United
States is a shift in its attention away
from the sterility of East-West con
frontation and toward the fertility of
global economic negotiations.
What we expect from the United
States is as little and as much as
Roosevelt gave Cardenas: American
faith and trust in itself as a demo
cratic polity, and an understanding
that by respecting self-determina
tion in Latin America, by under
standing change, upheaval, and
even violence in Latin America in
stead of stopping change, adding to
violence, and creating its own coun
terrevolutionary havoc, by accept
ing the universal right to revolution
even when it hurts U.S. private inter
ests, the United States is most loyal
to itself as a community founded on
revolution, and most consonant with
its self-interest when it does not per
mit marginal and private interests to
set themselves above the meaning,
the attraction, the truth of this great
nation. • •

DeNicolas'
Restaurants
Mrs. DeNicola and her family invite you to the DeNicolas'
Restaurants. The DeNicolas prepare each entree with fine in
gredients. . . from recipes they brought with them from Italy.
They serve the kind of Italian food you've been looking for.

D EN ICOLAS'

D EN ICOLAS' W EST

234-2600
3520 SE P OWELL

638-8428
18791 SW M ARTINAZZI
T UALATIN

Farewell Monroe Doctrine by Car
los Fuentes. First published, Har
per’s Magazine. Copyright ©
1981 by Carlos Fuentes. Reprint
ed by permission of Brandt &
Brandt Literary Agents, Inc.

N a tio n s # 7
CAWLEY LEMAY
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W le y

D e a lt

LANGE * MORS0 • ULEFOS • COMFORTER
UPLAND * WOODSTOCK SOAPSTONE
• WES0 CERAMIC TILE • MERIDIAN CERAMIC TILE
* CASTELMONTE * RAIS

WE HAVE OREGON’S LARGEST DISPLAY
OF FINE QUALITY EFFICIENT CAST
.
IRON WOODSTOVES.
.
• Check Our Prices Before You Buy
• Call The Experts for Friendly
Advice and Information
• Including a Complete Selection of
• Metalbestos Chimney Systems.
Stove Pipe and Adaptors
• Chimgard* Stack Thermometers.
■ Chimney Cleaning Supplies
• Hunter Ceiling Fans“
• Hand Forged Fireplace Tools
• Stratojets
■ and Many More Accessories

503-236-5444

Liberty Fires
I Woodstoves*

1400 S.E. Stark Portland

FEMINIST POSTCARDS

by FeMail Art Productions, P.O. Box 10706, Portland, OR 97210

Available at: Catbird Seat; Sensorium; A Woman's Place Bookstore; Looking
Class Bookstore; Finnegan's; National Organization For Women (NOW);
Oregon Chapter, National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL).
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Future is Now Enterprises

topper

H & S n a c k Food
H Advocate
Northwest Edition

WHAT LOCAL
NEWS CELEBRITIES EAT
FURNITURE
DON’T RECOVER IT
TOSS IT OUT!
Cheryl Ladd shows you how.
Consumer corner

21 ELECTRIC CANOPENERS
COMPARED
Bicycle touring

f

VANCOUVER I
MALL!
I
DEBBY
BOONE
INTERVI

A LETTER FROM THE
PUBLISHER
HOWDY! And welcome to the first issue of the
Future is Now SHOPPER & Snack Food
Advocate, Northwest edition.
You know, the| Northwest is a unique place,
not only becausebT its | green trees and golden
fields of [wheat and perpetually (overcast
[days, but because of its people.
People make the difference. People who
care about the place they live.
We’ve been busy as bees since we last talked to
you in these pages a year ago. Our MOLD STARTER
and MORAL FIBRE KITS have sold well over a million
units each to Americans just like you. From little
seeds big acorns grow, eh? Since acquiring
virtually every mail order company in the nation
except Speigel, w e’ve been working day
and night to bring Hometown Val-Us to
you, wherever you may live.
Remember, our goal is to help you see for yourself
the wonders of living in the ; Northwest, through
feature stories that bring alive all that makes your
K
region great, and to bring you the best
X Dollar Val-Us possible by eventual purchase
of the island of Taiwan.
Wish u s l u c k, w i H you?
Yours Truly,
;

DUANE “HAWKEYE” LA RUE

REVOLUTION
IN DISH
DRAINERS
PLANTS
PLANTS
PLANTS!
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Future is Now Enterprises

Shopper
& Snack Food Advocate
N orth w est Edition
PUBLISHER

DUANE “HAWKEYE” LA RUE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL INSERT CHIEF (PART TIME)

Jim Blashfield
Editorial Offices are located
at DAHLSTROM INDUSTRIAL PARK,
Silver Springs, Maryland

TALES OF THE WILD COUNTRY
BY WALLY MIRANDA DUQUETTE
of the Portland Insert Bureau
I suppose all of us, at one tim e or
another, have dreamed of spending
a week or tw o in the variety Section
o f a Fred Meyer store. Like so many
others, I’d had fantasies too, but it
seemed that there was always one
reason or another to put the trip off,
to delay it “ until spring,” or until fall,
o r u n til the fo llo w in g spring.
Unfinished projects, not enough
money, fear of isolation, language
and dress code barriers ... they all
entered in. And the result was that I
stayed at home, year in, year out,
dreaming, when I w ould allow
myself, of that perfect outing. The

smell of bacon frying over an open
fire in Isle 13 ... day hikes into the
grocery s e ctio n ... lazy evenings with
good friends over b urnt w einers in
the automative departm ent with
nothing but the sounds of the
janitors sweeping and buffing floors
to mar the pristine silence ... they
were all part of my fantasy, all a part
of my dream.
It’s n o t th a t I never w e n t
anywhere. I’d had pleasant Friday
nights at Fryer’s Q uality Pie like
everyone else, drinking endless
cups of coffee at the counter,
reading The O regonian, w atching

HOLD IT RIGHT

ARE YOU CONDEMNING YOUR HOUSEHOLD PETS
TO A LIFE OF CRIME?
If you’re like most people, you’d probably say no. A brief glance at the cat
squatting behind the radiator reveals nothing out of the ordinary ... Fido’s
panting could hardly be construed as lust for the neighbor. And yet,
experts tell us that 3 out of every 4 domestic animals will, at one time or
another in their lives, commit a serious offense and could wind up in jail.
Take the case of Marcel, a 4-year-old dachshund who in 1974 nearly
bankrupted the New Hampshire state lottery. His fate: 6 years in prison.
His crime: Forgery.
Or Squeaky, a calico cat from Bozeman, Montana, convicted on 4 charges
of armed robbery. Her fate: 12 years in jail, 4 in the state
mental facility.
If you’re not concerned about your pets, perhaps you should be.
Write the National Criminal Animal Foundation and ask for our free booklet,
The Ten Danger Signs of Animal Malfeasance, y o u 'll be glad you did.
(A Division of Future is Now Enterprises)
(Please include $12.00 for postage and handling.)
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the fry cooks, getting to know the
waitresses and busboys by name.
Through the window, one could see
the Good Samaritan emergency
entrance. Attem pting to determine
the sex of the person sitting next to
you is an interesting pasttime, and of
course there are hundreds of ways
to fall asleep over one’s food. Yet I
sometimes felt these activities were
not enough. Something was miss
ing, something indefinable.
Here I was, turning 37, remarkably
lithe and youthful to be sure, but
with my last real adventure years
behind me. Oh, I had the color slides
and would bring them out once or
twice a week at the insistence of
friends. But you can’t live forever on
the recollections o f a ten-year-old
bus ride to Chehalis, no matter how
novel or exciting. Something had to
change.
Thus it was that my friends, twin
sisters M urky and Memo and a
drifter known only as Crimson, met
me in the parking lot of the Uptown
Shopping Center one Saturday
m orning at 5:30. Memo and M urky,
dressed in matching parkas, wool
gloves, dance slippers and triple
layers of nylon panty hose, were
perhaps the best prepared fo r the
challenge to come. They had
e n o rm o u s s le e p in g bags w ith
colorful plaid flannel linings, extra
water, seven or eight cartons of
cigarettes, eggs, reading material, a
package of dehydrated clam dip and
a case of Chase and Sanbourne
coffee. I was dressed in an
enormous snow suit w ith a wellstocked day pack and a Radio Flyer
wagon brim m ing over with clean
underwear. Crimson, who regarded
him self as self-sufficient, wore only
a loin-cloth with a large hunting
knife in a decorated leather sheath
attached to the waist strap.
We carefully re-checked out list of
supplies to make sure that we hadn’t
forgotten anything, and the day
about to break began clim bing the
hill behind Elephant’s Deli to watch
the sun rise over the city.
The hill is a treacherous one,
littered with broken glass, weeds,
chunks of cement and the occasion
al remains of a bird o r puppy, dead
from carbon m onoxide poisoning.
About tw enty feet up the hill I heard
a shriek behind me. I turned to see
Memo, her footing disrupted by a
Diet-Rite Cola bottle, tum bling head
over heels down the hill, her helpless
and twisted body disappearing in
the distance between a mound of
dirt and a parked Toyota station
wagon. We searched fo r her for
perhaps tw o hours, but it was the
last we were to see of her. Eventual ly
M emo’s remains were found and
identified through dental records.
Thus, as on Mt. Everest, the hill
behind Elephant’s Deli claimed its
own.
Following a brief memorial service
in which M urky wept uncontrollably
and had to be cheered up with a
hand shadow show of dog’s faces
and duck beaks, we abandoned the
hill.
After a hearty ham and egg
breakfast at the 23rd & Burnside
S a m b o ’s, we packed up and
continued our journey, arriving at
the West Burnside Fred Meyer just
before 11 a.m. We circled the store
twice, making notes to ourselves on
the best way to enter. M urky and
Crimson argued convincingly for
entering through the doors on the
west side near the blood pressure
machine and the rug shampooers,
while I advocated the longer but
more interesting south route —
down past Eve’s Buffet and Bar,
through the underground parking
lot and up the escalator, bringing us
into the store near the Hallmark
greeting cards. A fte r years of
waiting fo r this moment, I wasn’t
about to have my experience
watered down by a couple of pansy

asses. Ultimately, however, the spirit
o f com prom ise prevailed and we
agreed to enter the store from the
southwest, through the covered car
shelter, past the charcoal briquets
and peat moss, and into the grocery
departm en t th ro u g h the doors
where the old people sit. It was a
route that offered the best of both
worlds.
As the three of us stood on the
sidewalk outside Rose’s Bakery,
re a d y in g o u r e q u ip m e n t and
m unching on pieces of a large
discounted birthday cake inscribed
“To Tammi w ith Love,’’ I couldn’t
help thinking about the times I had
dreamed of this moment.
“Well,” I said, taking a deep
breath, “let's go.” I stepped off the
curb and made my way toward the
entrance. M urky and C rim son
fo llo w e d clo se ly behind. In a
moment we w ould enter the store to
begin two weeks of adventure.
To be continued
Next week: Setting up cam p near the
p ro p h yla ctics; M urky meets a
grizzly bear in the frozen foods
departm ent and kills it with her ice
axe; a run-in with a surly night
watchman; tall tales by firelight;
Crim son discovers an abandoned
m ineshaft in the shoe department;
nude sw im m ing in the paint section
and M urky catches a fish!

100% BANK INTEREST
O N H O M E LOANS?
“We couldn’t believe It either," say Mr. and Mrs.
Oswald Rabbit, their daughter Jane and their son Spike.
Hard to believe, but true! With our unique FBFS Principal-Free
Home Loan Plan, you can benefit from writing o ff the interest on
your house payments year after year after year.
Because your interest payments never end, you can say
goodbye to the whole concept of principal. That’s right! Use the
money you save on those tax-free interest payments to send the
children to beauty school, triple the size o f your
bathroom, vacation in Hawaii or the Yukon!
Sound interesting? We thought so! And remember, we offer re
financing, too. so if you're stuck with an outm oded f 7.5%
interest rate or. God forbid, one o f those Veterans deals, give us
a call.

FIRST BANK OF
FUTURE SECURITY
For as long as you live.

ARE YOU LOOKING AND
FEELING OLDER THAN
YOU'D LIKE?
Like most gals, you were probably complimented when a
friend first told you that you had your mother's eyes, or her
fin e sculpted legs.
But lately, these compliments may be taking another turn.
Do you hear yourself now being compared more frequently to
a piece of road equipment or an ancient birthday cake? It
may be that dry or cracked skin Is making you look older
than you feel.
Now you can remove most age-caused wrinkles with the
same creme used by Queen Elizabeth and the ancient
Mesopotamians. They called it drindel-barmu. We call it Oil
o f Irene®. Oil q f Irene® contains no bleaches or herbicides —
Just pure tuna oil. a little milk, and a lot of love.
Smooth on Oil of Irene ...feel its cool moistening action relax
and pamper your skin, working its way deeply into your
pores, massaging yourfollicles like nothing else can. No fuss,
no bother, because Oil o f Irene® is like nothing else you've
ever gentled onto your precious skin.
Say goodbye to your husband's teenage dalliances. Now you
too can have the smooth, vacant looking skin of an
adolescent, skin that betrays no sign of experience
whatsoever!
Do as millions of women have done, try Oil o f Irene®. and
don't be surprised if your husband picks you up in a bar by
mistake.
You'll have the blush o f youth ... skin that says,
unmistakably ... Buy me a pizza!

OIL OF IRENE
Available al better stores everywhere.
A division of Wan-Del Manufacturing. Tucson. Arizona.

NANCY REAGAN’S
Holiday Recipes for the
Truly Needy

x

Well, my dear poor friends, the Holidays are upon us again and I can
almost hear the jingle-jangle of little reindeer hoofs on the South Portico.
A happy time for friends and family alike! Hot Christmas drinks (not too
many now!) and delightful little wrapped boxes filled with necklaces and
tiny diamond earrings — the little things that one remembers when the
“ big presents” are long forgotten!
This year’s Christmas Holidays will also be "belt tightening" time. Not just
for you but for everyone, whether we live in a “White House” with a big
ranch in California, or in a little bungalow with just a summer beach cabin.
And there's no better time to tighten the belt than over the Christmas
Holidays!
Here are a few of “ my" Holiday hints.

NANCY REAGAN’S MOCK TURKEY
(Serves 8)
1 pound ground round
3 pounds Ham burger Helper
8 pounds crushed cardboard
4 chicken bouillon cubes
Salt
E lm er’s Glue Industrial shellac

Mix ingredients together with a large
garden trowel or wooden spoon and
mold into the shape of a juicy 12
pound tom turkey. Add more crushed
cardboard if necessary. Grease a large
baking dish and
(continued on page A 6 5 X Section D )

ASTORIA
WOMAN
RECOVERS
FROM COMA
An Astoria woman who had been
in a coma for over 3 years suddenly
regained consciousness Thursday
when she was shown a videotape
of herself on the Phil Donahue
show. A week before, Donahue had
sent a documentary crew to tape
the woman and her fam ily for a
show about terminal coma victims.
According to doctors, when the
sequence featuring Victoria Snarbot, 33, came on the air, the woman
sat up abruptly, put on her glasses,
and exclaimed, “ Well, it’s about
tim e!”
The woman’s husband, Victor,
said that Mrs. Snarbot had done
nothing but watch television from
morning until night for about seven
months prior to lapsing into the
coma. Reportedly, Mrs. Snarbot
had become depressed about
never seeing herself on any of the
shows she watched and had begun
to suspect that she might be dead.

Do You Need
Extra
Protection?
If you’re like most people, you have a
healthy attitude toward sex and
consider it a unique, guilt-free, sharing
experience. And yet, the nagging
thought that prowlers may have been
hiding in the broom closet all day
waiting for your moment of intimacy
can turn coitus into a paranoid
nightmare. Fibre optics can go around
corners. Tiny television cameras may
be hidden in the nightlight.
Now you can put an end to those
worries with the Future is Now SEX
PRIVACY TENT. Erectable in under
twenty minutes, the SEX PRIVACY TENT
needn't interrupt foreplay. Many couples
integrate the installation of the tent unto
their love making, providing a degree of
intimacy never before attained.
Each tent comes equipped with high
impact aluminum poles, nylon cover,
and our unique Priva-cide foam or jelly
for sealing the tent to the floor.

SEX PRIVACY TENT
The modern way to be sure.

WAKE UP, WISE U P/ .^j
7

How many times have you “fallen in love” only
to see your perfect partner transformed, sometimes
within weeks, into a person nearly as dull as
yourself? How many times have you plunked down
hard cash for a “new car,” only to awaken from

SNOWMEN

STEALING
YOUR CHILDREN’S
PLAYTHINGS?
The kids’ iceskates, cousin Earl’s toboggan — they mean a lot when the
snowflakes fall, but too often they’re left out when darkness comes, and
by morning — well, you know the story. Tears and another trip to the
sporting goods store.
Lord knows, no one wants to chain up the snowman, and yet the facts
cannot be denied — cold and lonely, driven by a pack instinct comparable
only to that of wolves, they congregate in theft platoons, sometimes
ravaging entire neighborhoods. Cannibalism. Drug Abuse. The stories go
on and on.
No, no one wants to chain up the snowman, but isn’t it better to be safe
than sorry?

SN O W M A N A C L E S
It’s a damn shame.
Available at better hardware stores everywhere.
A division of Future is Now Enterprises, Silver Springs, MD

your dream six years later before a dirty, beat-up
wreck actually several years old?
And how many times have you been invited to
an event identified as a “party,” only to find
yourself the next morning not in the company of
jolly revellers, but in the bed of a total stranger,
with nary a noisemaker nor a little cup full of
jellybeans to be seen?
Sure, you can call it bad luck if you want. You
can call it life. But the fact is, you’ve been tricked!
Yes, tricked and perhaps even hypnotized, by
persons you thought you could trust — some of
them devils, many of them from outer space!
Why sit by passively, waiting for the next total
stranger to pass himself off as a friend when you
can do as millions of others have done? Join
FUTURE IS NOW SEMINARS.
At FUTURE IS NOW SEMINARS, we’ll take
your glasses and break them to pieces, force you to
make sexual advances toward unpleasant looking
strangers, maybe even slice your clothing into tiny
bits with a large stolen bandsaw!
We’ll arrange your personality so you
don’t know which end is u p ... the first step down
the road to a new you!
You’ll be lead through our rigorous 7 Day
Make-Over that will transform you from the
pathetic, grasping, financially insecure laughing
stock you are now into the kind of powerful,
effective person you ought to be!
You’ll attend our
RATIONALIZATION WORKSHOP
Why go through the rest of your life punishing
yourself for the things you’ve never done when you
can whisk those cares away by learning to deny
that you ever wanted to do them in the first place!
You’ll learn
MANIPULATIVE JARGON!
That’s right! When Betty or Sal says “Get out of
the jewelry, Boyd, you know that stuff is mine ...”
you’ll simply tell them to stop playing those old
tapes and get in touch with their feelings. That’s
right! Learn to roll your neck in an intimidating
fashion and say “You’ve never been real with me.”
Sound like what you’ve been looking for? Act
now.

.^I
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F U T U R E IS N O W S E M IN A R S
A Division of Future is Now Enterprises.
Yes, I can see what you’re saying. Enroll me in the
next F U T U R E IS N O W S E M IN A R to take
place in a little gray room in the basement of an
unnamed shopping center. Enclosed is the title to
my car.
NAME ____
CITY

ADDRESS
MARRIED

_

SINGLE

STATE

. Z I P ___

CHILDREN ____________

APPROXIMATE ANNUAL INCOME

Future is Now Enterprises, Silver Springs, MD

FUTURE IS NOW SEMINARS
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FREE MOVIES!
(You Buy the Popcorn)
Subscribe to Willamette Week
—the scrappiest, most award
winning weekly paper in the
U .S.—and we'll send you
a bonus Pass for Two good
for any movies showing at these
great Seven Gables theaters:
Cinema 21
The Movie House
Fine Arts
Remember, besides Willamette
Week's tough, perceptive behindthe-scenes reporting, you
also get Fresh Weekly, Portland's
great arts & entertainment guide.
Delivered to your home each
(New subscriptions only)
week for just 29c!

LOOK AHEAD
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY PLAN
FOR
BICYCLES BY MOTOBECANE

2108 N.W. G lisan St.
Portland, Oregon 97210
Phone (503) 248-9142

' Looks good to me. Sign me up for:
S15, One year and a Seven Gables Theater pass
S26, Two years and two Seven Gables Theater passes
Payment Enclosed
Bill me

VISA or

MG

LAYAWAY PLAN
10% Down; Weekly or Monthly Payments;
Bicycle Assembled & Ready at Christmas

Name
Address
I City _________ _____________________ — Z i p ----------------sc
*
J Phone ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------J Willamette Week 320 SW Stark St., Portland, OR., 97204 243-2122
Passes will expire D ec. 31, 1981

Ron Hinckley
Matt Labadie
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Citadel Lock
at cost
with each layaway

The Flight ofHi

ou can’t go home again, said
Tom Wolfe, but that doesn’t
keep us from trying. We
return to familiar ground to
see the old shake shop, the
tavern where we drank the
first beer, the gas station
where we hung out on
Saturday evenings, the local theater,
the house in which we grew up—even
whya Ibitfound
myself
a Which
road, a istree,
of sidewalk,
walking
across
the
parking
lot
of the
something from the past to which
we
Memorial
Coliseum,
on my
can
return and
thus confirm
thatway,
the
alongiswith
thousands
past
not an
illusion. of other people,
to see a car show called The World of
Wheels. The advertising had
promised that this year’s show would
feature hotrods and customized cars
from the past.
I wanted to see those old cars, the
leaded, lowered, scalloped and
chromed cars I had grown up with.
They had represented mechanical
perfection, ideal examples of
automotive artistry, which, like the
tableau on Keat’s urn, the rest of us
were forced to pursue. With the
persistence of memory, they had
become more b eautiful, more
dazzling, more important, not only
for themselves, but for the time, the
Annie Ovaltine Mugs.
world, the way of life they
To explain an obsession is more
represented.
difficult.
It’s almost impossible to explain to
Twenty-five years ago, half the cars
others why one would undertake such
in Portland were modified—nosed
a quest for the past, or how the past
and decked, body seams filled, fender
could possibly come alive at a car
skirts, dual pipes, lowered to within
show, so I went alone. A simple
inches of the ground—or so it seemed
explanation can be chalked up to
to me, growing up here, a wild-eyed
nostalgia, a dopey affection for times
kid always on the alert for an
gone; it’s not unlike listening to The
interesting set of wheels. On a
Golden Age of Radio or viewing old
Saturday night, if you stood outside
films or collecting Little Orphan
the old Penny Arcade, you’d see a
traffic jam of the finest cars found
anywhere; they rolled up Broadway,
dual exhausts rumbling, turned at the
Arcade, then down Sixth to Ankeny

Y

ko

th a d b p tm
a fiiniftlvr
world in many
ways* a world
whoro a rar
soomod not
only
intorostiny

■

importanro.

Photograph by Pete Sukalac

and up Broadway again. They cruised
the drive-ins—from The Speck to
Flannagan’s to M erhar’s to Jim
Dandy to the Tik-Tok, an endless
circle which symbolized the decade.
On a Sunday afternoon you might
see one or two of the cars parked at a
neighborhood gas station, their
owners moving around them ,
touching up the chrome with a cloth,
attending to some minor repair while
you stood respectfully by, waiting for
just the right moment to make a
comm ent or ask an inform ed
question, to be a part of what was
happening.
Later that night, when you were

supposed to be asleep, you might lie
in bed listening to the radio, the
music of Little Richard, Lavern
Baker, or a young Elvis Presley,
thinking about those cars and the one
you would own som eday. The
longing for adulthood and mobility,
the juices of puberty, not to mention
the girls down the street—mix these
elements together and you’ve got a
heady mixture, a memory of mind
and body that’s not easily exorcised
even after 25 years.

left the parking lot, filled
with German, Japanese and
American Uni-cars, each a
clone of the other, and enter
ed the Coliseum, yearning
for the days when cars had
an identity. Inside the build
ing, the display area was
filled with flashy show versions of the
cars in the parking lot: Volkswagens
with flared fenders, muscle cars with
scoops and big rubber, vans with ela
borate murals. There were molded fi
berglass Model T hotrod replicas, all
alike, one distinguished only by the
roses painted on its starter!
Impatiently I made my way to the
section set aside for cars from the
past. There I saw a sharp ’32 Ford
five window with a hot flathead, and
a lowered 1950 M ercury from
California. They were classics alright,
but I soon discovered that they had
both been built the year before, to
capitalize on the nostalgia kick, an
off-shoot of the cars in “ Happy
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Days” and “ American G raffiti.”
They wanted to show what the 1950s
were like to an audience that for the
most part had not been born then.
Fine. But I was looking for something
more.
Then I saw it. Low, bright red,
with elaborate fins—my heart did a
small flip as I recognized it: The X51, a radically transformed 1951 Ford
coupe built in the mid-fifties by Ron
Courtney, a McMinnville bodyman.
The X-51: the name suggested flight,
an experimental rocket. I was amazed
by the coupe’s pristine condition, as
if it had existed in a state of grace
during the past 25 years. It was
exactly like the version that lived in
m em ory, the bright red paint
unsullied by parking lot encounters,
the' red and white leather interior
uncreased, the chrome flawless.
How had it not changed!, I
wondered, thinking of all that had
happened since the first time I had
seen it. It had been a simpler world in
many ways, a world where a car, and
especially a custom or hot rod,
seemed to be not interesting but of
major importance.
I first saw the X-51 in 1957 at the
Portland Roadster Show—the second
annual show, and the first to be held
at the Gresham Fairgrounds. I was 22
and for seven years had been working
on my own car, a Model AV-8 which
was on display. Because I’d brought
it in early, I had time to look around
before the show was opened to the
public.
Of the plethora of street and
competition cars in the greater
Portland area, the cars being shown
were the creme de la creme-. Don
F anch er’s A rdun dragster, Bill

Peterson’s red full-fendered ’32
roadster, Bob Knowle’s blue ’32
highboy roadster with a quartet of
carbs protruding through the hood,
Gene Ames’ white ’32 roadster from
Spokane, and some 50 other
chrom ed, bobbed, chopped and
channeled machines. Also on display
was the famous Rod and Custom
m agazine “ Dream T ru c k ,” a
chopped, channeled and sectioned
1950 Chevrolet truck built by Los
Angeles’ George Barris, King of the
Kustomizers.

hen I saw
it. L OW 9
bright red 9
with elaborate
fins — my
heart d id a
sm a ll flip as I
recog n ized it 9
the X -5 1 .
Into the midst of this pre-show
activity came Courtney’s X-51—it
was driven, mind you, not pulled on a
trailer—as if it were immune to the
dangers of traffic, as if it were simply
everyday transportation. People quit
waxing fenders, spreading angel hair
and arranging mirrors to watch the
X-51 as it backed into its designated
area. The car was literally a show
stopper, even before the show began.
What Courtney had done to attract
so much attention was to build an
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aesthetically pleasing custom, a more
unusual accomplishment than one
might expect. Most customs were
built on a hit-or-miss basis, the
owner’s plans fluctuating with the
amount of money he had in hand.
Courtney had actually designed his
, radical car. He knew at the onset
what he wanted the car to look like
and he took two years realizing his
dream.
What set the car apart from the
other popular customs of the day was
that it seemed sleek and light, not the
usual “ lead sled” as some were
called. Its roof was standard height
and it rode regulation distance off the
ground. The car was relatively
practical. This was in m arked
contrast to other radical customs
whose roofs were sometimes chopped
to such an extent that the front
windshield became a large slit, and
which rode two or three inches off the
ground. At least one car had casters
mounted on the rear bumper to help
it in and out of driveways.
The X-51 was so aesthetically
pleasing, so well-proportioned, that it
might have been mistaken for a
factory prototype, a five-passenger
Thunderbird perhaps, or even a
limited production Ferrari coupe.
To achieve the X-51’s streamlined
look, Courtney had sectioned the car,
removed a five-inch section from the
car all the way around, an extremely
difficult task to do well. Refusing to
rely on a melange of factory parts as
most customizers did, Courtney had
made his own grill and fitted it into
an opening shaped from tubing and
sheet metal. He also made his own
taillight lenses, and the small scoops
on the back fenders. There was

hardly an inch of the car that had not
been meticulously cut apart and
reassembled to create the subtle
changes that would complement his
total design.
While the five-inch section job was
the most difficult alteration, the rear
fins were the most obvious. Fins
symbolized the fifties; they got bigger
and bigger each year until some
Detroit models seemed like cartoon
cars—and the fins on the X-51 were
the biggest and most exotic fins any
one had ever seen on a custom!
The car was the smash of the show,
fins and all, and it was declared the
sweepstakes winner. Courtney took
home a trophy which stood a foot
taller than the X-51. He showed the
car in Seattle, where it also took top
honors, and at the same two shows
again in 1958. It was a big hit
wherever it went.
When the X-51 was featured on the
cover of the October 1958 issue of
Hot Rod magazine, their caption
suggested that the car could be a view
of the future.
Now, 25 years later, I stood
looking at the X-51 and wondering
how it had lasted.
Custom cars do not endure. They
represent years of work, they enjoy a
brief moment of perfection, and then
the paint, up to a quarter of an inch
thick, begins to crack, lead pops out
of old holes, and seams begin to
separate. Normal bumpers override
lowered bumpers, negating a blackedout deck lid or custom grill. The fate
of the exotic machine follows a
typical pattern: The original builder
labors to maintain the car, then
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finally sells it to someone who does
not.
The X-51 fit this pattern, and
would have been rendered into scrap
iron except for two people, both of
whom dreamed of turning back the
clock and making the legendary X-51
perfect again. The car represented
som ething
im portant
to
them—important enough that one
man would keep the car for 17 years
with the dream of restoring it and the
other would spend a year of his life
obsessively searching for it. The
difference was that one of them had
the resources to do this—but the
other man had the car.
Enter Portland grocer and produce
974.
Fifteen years
had passed
dropped
of sight,
distributor,
John out
Corno.
Overcould
the
since
the
X-51
had
last been
have has
beenbuilt
wrecked,
years Corno
more junked,
award
publicly
seen—itthrough
had
processed
winning been
hot rods
and customs
than
Schnitzer’s
shredder
and
you can shake a long stick at. An avid
from
collector already
as well,returned
he’s had
to Japan,
build
reincarnated
in
the
form
of
new
numerous garages just to houseathem.
Datsun
or Toyota.
The
cars
he’s had constructed are
prime examples of the tradition of
Northwest rod building, cars that are
im aginative, tastefu l and wellcrafted. He has an obsession with fine
machinery and he can’t stand shoddy
workmanship. People still talk about
the Corno-Meeks’ rear engined street
roadster, a car that set California car

builders on their ears almost 10 years
ago.
A born administrator, Corno’s
method is to establish the divisions of
labor. He has the money to hire the
best people to do whatever needs to
be done—welding, engine work,
upholstery, paint. In this way he’s
able to see a car from conception to
finish in a matter of months, unlike
most builders who spend that much
tim e daydream ing about their
project.

clim bing around in blackberry
bushes, exam ining shells of
abandoned cars.
Eventually his efforts began to pay
off. He made contact with a number
of people who said, yes, the legendary
X-51 did exist. It was owned by a man
named Willy. But no one knew where
Willy or the X-51 might be. Later
Corno learned that Willy drove a cab,
and after a number of calls to cab
companies, the year’s quest brought

He, too, had been at the car shows
in ’57 and ’58 and the X-51 had left
its impression. Corno is a practical
person, but like most of us he likes to
think about the past, recalling the
things that were good, yearning for
the things that have been lost. For
some time he had been looking for
the X-51. In the past few months, his
efforts had intensified. Friends recall
him following up leads on the car,

results: he found Willy—but Willy
didn’t want to sell. He’d bought the
car from a used car lot on Union
Avenue right after Courtney had sold
in 1959; he’d owned the X-51 for 17
years, and he intended to restore the
car to the grandeur it had once
known. There was a minor obstacle,
money, and as soon as that problem
was solved he’d have the X-51 in
show condition again.

1
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Corno continued to call Willy,
offering cash for the car, trying to
wear him down, but he got nowhere.
Finally, weeks late r, he got
permission to look at the car.
As Corno recalls it, he drove to a
garage near Franklin High one
Saturday morning, arriving before
Willy, and knocked on the door. The
house and garage belonged to Willy’s
ex-wife, who refused to open the door
to C o rn o ’s knocks. W hen he
identified himself as a friend of
Willy’s, she threatened to call the
police; when he said he simply wanted
to look at the car in the garage, she
said she didn’t want to hear about
that damned car!
Corno pleaded with the ex-wife as
he had with Willy, urging her to
simply let him see the car. A long
silence, and then...the sound of chain
locks being released, a chair being
pulled away from where it had been
propped against the door knob. A
small girl opened the door a crack
and handed him a key to the garage.
He opened the garage door and
there it was. He felt the thrill of
excitement known to prospectors who
hit a mother lode, climbers who
ascend to the peak. His excitement at
finding the car caused him to gloss
over its flaws. It didn’t look too
bad—the Fiesta Red paint had faded
to a dull pink, the deck lid was
smashed in, the right fin drooped a
bit—a little bodywork and paint, he
thought, and the X-51 would be as he
remembered it.
As he squeezed between the car and
the wall he noticed that the X-51
lacked tires and wheels; it was sitting
on blocks. He glanced inside, then
did a double-take: there was mold
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growing on the upholstery and
around the windows! He looked up,
where light came through a three-foot
hole in the garage roof. A tree had
fallen on the garage during the
Columbus Day storm in 1962; he
marvelled that the car hadn’t been
flattened—one of several times it
might have been destroyed—but it
had been dented in several places, and
it had been subjected to 12 years’
abuse by the elements. Oregon rain
had poured through that hole,
soaking the car, keeping it
perpetually damp.
But Como was excited now. He
continued to call W illy, again
offering cash, telling Willy that their
goals were the same, to see the X-51
in show condition. Finally, Willy said
he’d sell. The price was $1500. Corno
said it was a deal.
Corno recalls the negotiations:
After they had agreed on a price,
but before Corno could pick up the
X-51, he got a call from Willy. “ I
can’t sell it for $1500,” he said.
Corno said, “ Well, Willy, you know
I’m all set to come up there to get the
car. W hat’re you telling me?” Willy
said, “ I’ve got to have more than
th at.” It’s hard to know whether
Willy wanted more money or if he
really wanted to keep the X-51;
parting with it must have been like
parting with a leg. “ How much
more?” Corno asked. Willy said he
had decided the X-51 was worth
$2000. That was more than Corno
had wanted to pay, but if there was
ever any doubt in his mind about how
badly he wanted the X-51, there was
none now. Corno agreed.
When Corno arrived at the garage
where the car was stored, Willy was

waiting for him. “ I’ve thought it
over,” Willy said, “ and I’ve got to
have $2500 for the car.” Corno had
$3000 in his pocket. “ OK, that’s fine
with me,” he said. Willy balked,
wavered, uttered a single word,
“ No—.” “ That’s it!” Corno said,
and started counting out money, a
hundred dollars at a time, until he
had a stack totalling $2500. “ If you
want it,” Corno said, “ pick it up; if
you don’t, I’m leaving.”
Willy hesitated, thinking of a 17year-old dream he had nursed
through good times and bad. Finally
he picked up the money.
Willy said he wanted to help Corno
with the reconstruction of the X-51,
he knew where a lot of the missing
parts could be found, he wanted to
have a say in how the car was rebuilt,
he wanted to be a partner} Corno
agreed, but the implied partnership
didn’t work out. The two men
operated at very different speeds, or
so it seemed. Willy had let the car sit
for 15 years; within two weeks Corno
had the car ap art and was
coordinating the reconstruction.

e soon realized how much
needed to be done to restore
the X-51. He said recently,
“ I didn’t realize the car was
in that bad of shape, and if I
would have realized the
sonofabitch was that bad I
wouldn’t have taken on the
project.”
Willy, attached to the car but in
need of money, had sold not only the
McCullough supercharger and intake
manifold but the exhaust manifolds,
the generator, the water pump, the

tires and wheels; he’d even sold the
1955 Chevrolet radio and the rear
view mirror. Other parts had been
lost or dam aged: the chrom e
mouldings had been removed, all the
screws were missing; when the water
pump had been removed, the radiator
had been sculpted with a ballpeen
hammer.
Corno contacted Courney who
came over and took a look at the
long-lost X-51. To Com o’s surprise,
Courtney was only vaguely interested
in the car and not at all interested in

J I know 9 "
h e said, " I
never M d lik e
this ear. I t
rep resen ted a
very unhappy
tim e in my
life . 99
working on it.
“ You know,” he said, “ I never did
like this car. It represented a very
unhappy time in my life.”
Courtney had, however, seen the
car since he’d sold it. Only a few
months after Willy had bought the
car he’d had a wreck with it: the X-51
went over a small embankment and
landed on its side on a double set of
railroad tracks. He had difficulty
finding a bodyman who would tackle
the repair job, and so he returned the

car to Courtney who replaced the
right side door, rebuilt the fin, and
straightened the bent sheet metal.
The X-51 was made right again,
but that wreck foreshadowed the in
evitable. Willy seemed to have a love
hate relationship with the car. Even
tually a large quarter window was
knocked out, and an attempt to push
the car caved in the trunk lid.
The car was driven in this con
dition, like a duck dragging a broken
wing. When Willy recognized that the
dream was going sour he put the X-51
in the garage, where it sat for the next
fifteen years while Willy planned,
plotted and dreamed.
What Corno had actually bought,
he soon discovered, was the history of
the car and some of its remaining
metal. Virtually everything besides
the sectioned body shell and the front
suspension had to be replaced or
rebuilt. The water-saturated fiber
glass was torn off in chunks, another
engine and running gear substituted,
the window glass, interior, and wiring
completely redone. Resurrecting the
X-51 meant rebuilding it from top to
bottom . The only thing left
untouched was a small dent in the
tirewell inside the trunk.
C orno hired the a re a ’s best
craftsmen to do the job. Stan Jones
was eager to do the upholstery work
because he’d done the original work
25 years before. Gary Crisp and
Harold Walton wanted to do the
paint and bodywork because they too
remembered the car from the Fifties.
David Kane built and installed the
engine, Dave Dohenick and Vern
White rebuilt the car’s running gear
and suspension. New trim and
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Jumper parts were fabricated by
Gilbertson Machine.
Only a few months after Com®had
purchased the X-51, it
once again
ready for the s h - ' circuit. But almost
20 years
Pa s s e d - a n d ! t w o u l d b e
uy an audience which for the
most part had not been born when
Courtney had built the car. To
illustrate the radical changes that had
been required to create the X-51,
Corno showed it along with a stock
1951 Ford coupe, a plain-jane model,
b la p k

tires; the contrast was vivid.
A. sign
t} ie c a r m in jm jz e ( j
John Corno s invoivci..—- •„ t h e
51; he gave full credit to the pcopiv
who had restored the car, and in large
letters identified the X-51 as “ The old
custom of Ron Courtney....”

Bob Benson
Cont. from page 4

was to have a retired soldier’s pen
sion. On the whole, Valley Vista, a
railroad development which had had
the bad luck of being subdivided into
existence on the eve of the auto
mobile age, turned out to be a dis
appointing project for its speculator
backers. Sixty years later the place
is still small and atm muddv.
Bob’s father was a carpenter and
small-time contractor who read a lot
(Darwin and Kropotkin) and liked, as
Bob does, to speculate on “ the
future of m ankind." About the time
Bob entered junior high the family
leased out their Valley Vista place
and moved to a cheap rental house

Willy’s name was nowhere to be
seen.
It’s not clear whether Willy came to
see th»» car or what he would have
thought about it ir u t
„ se n s e
the display did show the changes the
car had gone through, but there was
much more that was hidden away,
like the dreams and longings that
were imbedded in its metal—and an
answer to the question of how anyone
could ever be attached to a car.
In the view of some, Willy had
a legend. But a car
lot on Union Avenue is not exactly a
gateway to historic preservation, and
given the nature of an automobile’s
X “5 1 7 ^ i a !!y a c a r a s fr a gile as the
Willy saved the car—as’bVlY .?a y t b a t

in Oregon City, where his father,
strapped for money, had taken a
steady job. Bob discovered the na
ture section in the local library: all
sorts of bird books, tree books,
flower books. He devoured them all,
and while he claim s that he has
never gained a profound knowledge
of botany and biology, being able to
identify the flora and fauna has been
"a pleasure and a co m fo rt" ever
since.
Many years later, speaking so
softiy u iai htc visitors have to lean
close to hear him, Bob win puint oi it
"lovely rare flow ers” with his pudgy
farm er’s hand:
There's the corydalis, an extreme
rarity, related to the bleeding
heart but quite different in the

detail o f the flower: it's gone to
seed here, but when the whole
thing is a spike of these odd
shaped flowers i t ’s quite
impressive. That little fringe of
vine w ith th e la c v flower, that's
the saxifrage. And there 's the
native waterleaf. There is also a
weed waterleaf from Europe
which is very coaiso looking. As
you can see the native wateneuf
is anything but coarse. I didn't
know about that colony o f tiger
lilies...see them? There w ill be
quite a show when they get into
bloom.
A

s Bob grew older the delicate

would gradually assume the
role of thieatoned protagonists in a
dram atic geographic onrt temporal
scenario. Now, in his sixties, h»
points out that the natural vege
tation in his botanical zone is on the
defensive, beleagured by modern
technical
progress,
constantly
threatened by monster timber and
earth-moving machinery, and by
poison spray. The arch villains in
this scenario are the sales repre
sentatives of poison spray compan
ies whose incomes depend on con
vincing people, especially officials
in Salem, that even if their product
should happen to wipe out a native
plant or two, there's no reason to
join the petty hysteria of the envi
ronmentalists. These native plants
are just v»oode a ft e r an, which, when
left to their own devices, by
spread their messy way onto (what
should be) neatly poisoned road
sides.

Lesser villains in Bob's vision are
certain flourishing non-native plant
species which now cover acres and
acres of Oregon and Washington.
“ A few newcomers have made
themselves right at home here,”
Bob says, waving toward a gigantic
tangle of himalaya blackberries.
“ They find our clim ate to be just
what the doctor ordered. We must
have a care for the native species or
they’ll be elbowed out by these
immigrants. We crowded out the
native Indians; we certainly don’t
want to see the scenario repeated in
the plant kingdom .”
Bob likes to explain that the North
Pacific Coast botanical zone, which
extends from about Eureka, Calif
ornia, north to Alaska, is either the
sm allest ui uic
the w orld's 24 botanical provinces
(New Zealand might be slightly
smaller). He says that there was a
tii no when we could feel more com
placent and say, “ OK even if it is a
com paratively small botanical CirOCX,
there’s still so much land that there
are bound to be holes and crannies
here and there where almost any
thing could escape.” But these days
we can’t be so sanguine about it:
"W ith thousands of bulldozers rumWing about, and with all these
poison m erchants showing their
bright shiny teeth, and treating the
officials to banquets and giving
them awards and ir.odals for their
assiduity in destroying weeds— why
some of these valuable species
might be lost. And that w ill be a
particularly
poignant
tragedy,
ueocaoa O (J r botanical zone is rather
crucial in the evoiuiivnaw nrocess ”
Crucial in the evolutionary pio
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whole works. He tried manfully, says
Bob, to get a successful company
going, and did produce a surprising
number of maps: of Hillsboro, of
Washington County, of Sauvie
Island. But somehow, for reasons
Bob has never quite figured out, he
was never really efficient. Maybe,
he says, it was a certain laziness in
herited from his paternal grand
father, a Minnesota Swede so cap
tivated by the 10,000 lakes that he
focused his life on fishing. "One
can’t do one thing entirely anyway,"
Bob says, “ unless he’s a sort of
automatic producer. The boss
cracks the whip at eight o’clock and
you just keep on producing until five.
You know, I can't do that.”
But when he closed down his little
pucir.^-- o -v
oiup maKing
maps. There is a wonderfully pre
cise map of Indian dialects that was
selected for the prestigious Oregon
Historical Atlas. And there is the ele
gant multicolored
mai gives
such p
image of the Northwest
Maritime Climatic Region: imagine
that you are looking south from a
point two miles up in the air to the
north of Vancouver Island. The
island looms huge underneath you
in the foreground; the Pacific Coast,
with its inlets at the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and the Columbia River, is a
fine curving pen line to tb« right; to
the left the line of volcanos, each
drawn in as a satisfying little mound,
disappear toward California. In the
uppci left the following message
appears on a huge cloud, written in
Bob's neat, straightforward calli
graphy:
ON A RARE DA v o r r ^ n llA L
rc r.v u /v G , CLOUDS SEPARATE

THE MARITIME NORTHWEST
AGAINST THE BARE BROWN
^ILLS AND BURNING PLAINS
OF
NORTHWARD
THOUGH MAn,TiM E C U M A TE
PERSISTS, AGRICU - T I / RP
CEASES, TURNED BACK B v
MOUNTAINS THAT RISE FROM
THE SURF.
The Maritime Region map illus
trates one facet of Bob’s mind, the
ease with which it can get up above
and see the lay of the landmhe
fascinated by the specific and con
crete, a focus perhaps.
trated bv
-c ru s h in g article
... -visaed in the Washington County
Historical Society Journal) entitled
"The Tualatin River, Mile By Mile.”
Beginning at the mouth of the river
(Mile Zero) he takes his readers on
an incredibly detailed journey along
its banks, giving one paragraph for
each tenth of a mile. For example:
1 . 7 Fields Bridge, takes Highway
212 across the river. I remember
it as a covered bridge, but the
modern replacement is an
ordinary concrete span. There
used to be tree swallows, an
uncommon species, nesting in a
bank near the bridge. Perhaps
they still do. Just upstream from
the bridge is a gauging station.

TO REVEAL THE MARITIME
NORTHWEST. ON THE EAST
THE CAR^ AOC H H WGE
PROTECTS IT FROM THE
THIRSTY PLATEAU. ON THE
WEST IS THE PACIFIC.

To tho H Q IH , in the crescent
rormed by the Pacific Coast, a
second
cloud
contains
this
message:
SOUTHWARD THESISKIYOUS
AND TRINITY ALPS PALISADE

9 .os ri arris Bridge, where
Farmington Road (Highway 208)
crosses. The dips where wagons
gained access to the ferry can be
seen a few rods south of the
bridge. West of the bridge a fur
long or so was Farmington, with a
historic church and store. Both
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east
% mi. east of Mt. Tabor

creativity

_

your renewable
/ffldybJU fuel -

FOR FREE QUOTE
CALL 2 4 2 -1 4 ^

Also concentrating in
Consumer Credit Protection,
Family Law, Small Business,
Real Estate & Personal
Injury.

7901 S.E. Stark 253-9436

west
% mi. east of Washington Sq.

Ballow & Wright Bldg.
1727 NW Hoyt St.
Portland, Oregon 97209

10120 S.W. Hall 244-9728

8:30 am-6:00 pm Mon.-Sat.
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cess? "Yes,” says Bob, and at this
juncture, when he is about to stretch
the taffy of one of his ideas to its
tensile limit, about to pull its sticky
ends into the farthest reaches of
time and space, Bob usually stares
at a point on the ceiling above his
listener’s head, and speaks more
softly than ever.
Yes. There is evidence that this
botanical zone is the nexus, the
most important connection, be
tween the north and the tropics
(or subtropics). When the botani
cal areas of Europe and Asia are
pressed southward by ice sheets,
as they are from time to time, why
the plants are pressed right up
against the Alps and the Hima
layas with no refuge, no way to
get across. Those east-to-west
running mountain ranges form an
impenetrable barricade. But here,
where the mountains run north-tosouth, there’s easy refuge right
down to California for an escape.
Then when the ice sheet recedes
another age later, the plants can
move north again. Eventually they
repopulate the northern hemis
phere.
The redwoods are a good
example. At present they only live
south of here, in Northern Cali
fornia. But at one time there were
redwoods all over the northern
half of the world. Given time, the
redwoods will perhaps re-tree the
northern continents. So you see,
if you wipe out a native plant in
Oregon you interrupt a rather sig
nificant evolutionary cycle.
ob’s family moved back to their

B

home in Valley Vista just in time

★ ^
♦

* <

to experience the economic terrors
of the Great Depression. Too broke
to pay for outside entertainment, the
family spent its evenings in long dis
cussions with a recent immigrant
from Switzerland. This "Switzer” (as
Bob always calls him) was a fanatic

W h y then does he
remain this odd
figure, part
awkward hermit,
part old-world
gentleman, who
shuffles through
spiffy Beaverton
shopping malls in
rumpled coat and
wrinkled pants,
when, with a quick
land deal, he could
transform himself
into...a successful
man?
on the Single Tax ideas of Silvio
Gesell. He knew Gesell's books for
wards and backwards, could quote
them like a parrot. “ In Depression
times,” Bob says, "almost everyone

4 * * * 4 * * * * * * * * ^

. * ^

ob's ideas, on wildflowers, on

B

the ways 50,000 year flood
cycles effect Oregon geography, on
the myopia of bureaucrats, on the
economic theories of Silvio Gesell,
always somehow come around to
being about “ the land question.” He
often says that the limited amount of
public spirit that the human race is
capable of must be used where it
counts the most: on the land base of
our own civilization. For many years
he has studied the land holding
systems of the American Indians,
fascinated by the way they were
able to get along without seriously
harming the earth. This is why the
very idea of public officials
condoning poison spray so dismays
him: in poisoning the land, Bob feels
they violate their most sacred re
sponsibility.
This deep concern with land
made mapmaking a natural for Bob.
Maps were a hobby from early in his
teenage years, but he only began to
make them professionally when he
was in his thirties. There were some
troubles in his local fire district. Fire
men would fling themselves onto
their trucks and roar out, sirens wail
ing, only to discover that roads
marked on the Gay Nineties maps
they were using no longer existed.
This situation came to a head when
firemen watched an old woman’s
house burn to the ground across a
huge un-mapped gulch at the end of
Myers Road. Someone on the fire
board got wind of the fact that this
guy Bob Benson could draw a map.
For about ten years he had a little
map business in a rented office in
Hillsboro, a blueprint machine, the

*

REOPENING

*
♦

was thinking somewhat along
Gesell’s lines. Money wasn’t circu
lating because the big shots were
hoarding it. The Single Tax seemed
like a wonderful way of forcing
money back into circulation.” A cen
tral tenet of Gesell’s philosophy, one
which Bob inhaled into his blood
stream, is that all sorts of economic
evils stem from a single corrupting
root: speculation in land. This is
why, for the past 35 years, Bob has
snubbed the real estate sharks who
come sniffing around his acreage,
hoping he will sell.
For a couple of years Valley Vista
felt to Bob like the Concord of
Emerson and Thoreau, with spon
taneous seminars going late into the
nights, with words flying so fast that
Bob, a high school student, learned
to talk monetary theory with the
agility of an unusually coherent eco
nomics professor. (Bob's knowledge
of the technical intricacies of eco
nomics still often startles people.)
But then a fly, or rather, a spy,
entered the ointment in the person
of a nosy retired soldier. "Apparent
ly he had us under surveillance,”
says Bob, “ any time we had a visitor
he would make up some quick ex
cuse, maybe bring over a squash or
something, so that he could see who
that visitor was. I doubt that he was
anyone’s agent because later on we
learned that he had been in an in
sane asylum, had been divorced by
his wife for some sort of paranoia.
But, who knows, he just might have
had a cobweb right straight to the
FBI. Anyhow, it just burnt my dad up,
and I think one reason he bought the
land up here was to get away from
this character.”
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ob’s knowledge of the area he

they begin to appear on the maps
grew up in is uncanny. He sees
used by the bureaucrats and the
things on several levels at once so realtor/developers. He despises the
that you sometimes feel you are
outside developer’s perspective of
riding in a car with some kind of Xthe land, which, he feels, tends to
ray machine that is equipped with a
see only the survey lines and the
time-shift module. “ We are now
profit potential; which ignores the
passing over a latitude line,” he
pretty waterfall, the vestiges of an
says. Then, a moment later, “ This
Indian dancing ring, the 100-yearroad used to climb the grade up
old farmhouse. The 1,100 sites
towards that farmhouse, but in '48
mentioned in his card-file boxes are
when this new highway went
through, the state managed to fina
gle an easement through here.” Or:
“ That big boulder over across that
field is probably an erratic which
floated over here in a chunk of ice
during one of the post-glacial
floods.”
Bob loves to make inventories.
He has produced lists (often accom
panied by maps) of prize-winning
trees, waterfalls, mineral and hot
springs, or unique botanical areas,
nudist beaches, endangered spe
cies. "Non-Parks in Oregon" is a list
of still-up-for-grabs places that a
would
have
sensible
society
preserved a long time ago.
Bob is usually working on several
inventories at once. He even has an
inventory of proposed inventories.
One of his indexes (to Washington
County sites of historical or eco
what, in Bob’s view, give his country
logical interest) runs to 1100 cards.
its texture: erase them and you are
It’s not easy to grasp the meaning of
left with a sprawl of roads and build
this list-making obsession. In part it
is playful: Bob, the kid-adventurer,
ings, denatured and without history.
searching out the highest waterfall,
Some of Bob’s projects can seem
or the biggest tree. He will spend a
rather eccentric, what you might ex
whole day wandering about a foothill
pect from a hermit-intellectual-map
maker- dream er-farm er-ecologist.
of the Coast Range looking for the
remains of an historical road. But in
Head-in-the-clouds stuff. Once he
a deeper sense Bob wants his list
got curious about whether or not a
items to lose their invisibility so that
replica of Stonehenge (built by the

B

B o b ’s knowledge of
the area he grew up
in is uncanny. He
sees things on
several levels at once
so that you
sometimes feel you
are riding in a car
with some kind of Xray machine that is
equipped with a
time-shift module.

responded by naming their develop
ment “ Five Oaks Industrial Park”
and agreeing to preserve the trees.
“ This is about the best you can ex
pect,” says Bob, who feels that a
sensible society would have turned
the area into a state park.
An inventory that Bob made up in
1968, “ Notes On Natural Areas,
Trails and Landmarks in the Port
land Area,” has this entry:
ut when he learns that one of
BIG CANYON is mostly Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) land;
his beloved places is threat
ened, he can move into the valley the tract was logged in the
thirties, but the bottom of the can
with practical authority. A 1971
yon was only lightly damaged and
letter to Riviera Motors, a large Port
many big firs were spared. A
land Volkswagen dealer, begins:
group of botanical enthusiasts,
Gentlemen:
reinforced by some local
One of your officers was
botanists of standing, are
quoted in the press as seeing “ No
pestering BLM for a ten-acre
problem "in the fact that the Five
natural reservation to preserve
Oaks tract along the Sunset
the canyon-floor flora, once so
Highway in West Union is prime
common, now so rare. Access
agricultural land. Your ,
only by special permission
Volkswagen installation on this
through private property.
acreage, while welcome from
many points of view, forms an
entering wedge for the destruc
ive minutes to three, a misty
tion of one of Oregon's very few
afternoon in 1978: Bob Benson
areas of highly productive soil.
removed a shapeless brown hat
There are people who do not look
from his very round head as he
on this as “ no problem."
shuffled into a gray barracks-like
Bob goes on to point out that “ no
building in Tillamook, headed for a
body in your organization seems to
BLM hearing on the fate of Big
have made any public comment” on
Canyon. He was feeling “ nettled”
presence
the
the
of
Five
that he had been notified too late to
Oaks— “ the gathering place of the
attend a previous meeting which, he
earliest independent farming comm
has heard, was attended by many
unity of Americans in the West” —
loggers and no botanists.
on this tract of land. He suggests
Wedging his roly-poly body
that the trees, “ if left standing as a
center of attraction, will pay de
uncomfortably into a retired school
velopers many times over [in favor
desk at the very back of the meeting
able publicity] for the small space
room, still holding opto his hat, Bob
that they occupy.” Riviera Motors
took a look about the room. Three or
son-in-law of a railroad magnate, it
sits on a bluff high above the Colum
bia River) possesses the mathema
tical qualities of the original. His 50
or so pages of calculations indicate
that it is a few degrees off. Another
project was a chart illustrating the
location of star constellations for the
next five hundred years.
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four BLM guys, sharply dressed in
cream-colored shirts and wide neck
ties, bustled self-importantly about,
carrying cups of coffee. The other
desks were empty. Standing next to
a map of Big Canyon, which was
ensconced on an expensive-looking
easel, one of the young men began
the presentation, talking more to the
other BLM people than to the plump
man in the back row, whose socks
seemed to be slipping toward his
battered old shoes.
When Bob raised his hand he
looked like a large round fifth
grader. “ Yes?” said the lecturer, a
tinge of impatience in his tone.
Looking not at the young man, but
off to the side, Bob, in his soft, clear
voice, began to explain that there
were a few problems with the map.
The road at E-6 wasn’t, he didn’t
think, there anymore, though there
was a road near there until a mud
slide washed it out around 1928.
And were they aware that there was
a nice little waterfall on that creek at
about F-9. He went on in this vein
until, in a couple of minutes, he was
talking to an absolutely quiet room.
A couple of people padded over to
join the lecturer at the map. They
stared at it curiously, as if they
hadn’t seen it before. A man hover
ed next to Bob, waiting to ask if he
wanted his coffee dark or light. Bob
was asked a lot of questions. He ex
plained that his organization, the
Tualatin Valley Heritage, felt that it

was important to protect certain
rare wild flowers which grew along
the streambed in Big Canyon from
the logging companies. The young
men assured him that they shared
his feelings, that the BLM would
make every effort, etc. etc.
Later, on the drive back to
Portland, Bob was asked if he
thought the BLM people were sin
cerely concerned about the flowers
in Big Canyon. “ I believe that
there’s enough of a leavening of
really dedicated people that quite a
bit might be done,” he answered.
“ But you never know because
there’s always the other moiety that
has its eye only on the main chance,
which in this case means pleasing
the big shots, the big timber pro
ducers.” When it was suggested
that his manner at the meeting had
really wowed them, Bob said, “ Oh
sure, they have a certain respect for
me in a small way, but it can’t be a
very big respect, because I'm sure it
didn’t escape their notice that my
group is rather small and weak. In
the report they turn in on this meet
ing about Big Canyon a notation
hidden in the fine print will make it
clear that disapproval from the
Tualatin Valley Heritage is not some
thing to lose much sleep over.”

NORTHWEST
FILM
STUDY
CENTER

1219 SW Park Ave.
Portland, OR 97205
221-1156

DECEMBER FILMS
S.W SECOND AT STARK
PORTLAND, OREGON
2 2 3 -7 2 9 9

2 WEDNESDAY
Abel Gance: The Charm of Dyna
mite (1969) with J’Accuse (France,
1937)-7 p.m.
Many consider French director Abel Gance the
greatest innovator in film history.
J’Accuse, one of his most powerful films, is a
human cry against the horrors and absurdity of
war.

3 THURSDAY
Infra-Man - 8 p.m.
One of the most audacious, ridiculously cheerful
and berserk science fiction movies ever made.

5 SATURDAY
Infra-Man - 2, 8 and 10 p.m.
6 SUNDAY
Intimate Lighting - 7 p.m.
Ivan Passer, whose Cutter’s Way has been one
of this year's critical successes, is best known for
his first feature.

Born to Win (1971) - 8:30 p.m.
Passer’s first American film.

This is a chapter from RAIN
magazine’s new book, Knowing
Home: Studies for a Possible
Portland.

9 WEDNESDAY
Structure as Subject - 8 p.m.
The four films on tonight's program are visually
beautiful and intellectually fascinating
explorations of minimal cinema.

SKIDMORE VILLAGE BOOKS
50 S. W. T H IR D A V E .
PO RTLAND,
PHONE

OR

97 2 0 4

2 2 2 - 5076

S p e c ia l i z in g in C h ild re n s B o o ks

10 THURSDAY and
11 FRIDAY
The Man You Love to Hate - 7 p.m.
A superb documentary on Erich von Stroheim.

Foolish Wives - 8:45 p.m.
Foolish Wives, which he wrote, directed and
starred In, was billed as the first million dollar
picture.

12 SATURDAY
Tuck Everlasting - 2 p.m.
A wonderful adventure story that will captivate
young and old alike while posing the
provocative question —what would it be like if
we could all live forever?

Get The
Point.

Barry Lyndon - 8 p.m.
13 SUNDAY
Barry Lyndon - 2 and 7 p.m.
16 WEDNESDAY
D.W. Griffith: An American Genius
(1966) with Way Down East - 7 p.m.
In Way Down East, Lillian Gish gave one of her
most memorable performances.

17 THURSDAY
Ingmar Bergman (Sweden, 1970)
with Shame (Sweden, 1969) - 7 p.m.

Fine Desserts
Humble Bagels to go

Stig Bjorkman s documentary Ingmar Bergman
is a portrait of Bergman at work.
“Bergman’s definitive apocalyptic vision, painful
and powerful. ” With Liv Ullman and Max von
Sydow.

807 NW 21 st
Portland, Oregon
295-2779
Tuesday-Saturday 9-6

6517 S.E. Foster Rd.
11 am to 2:30 am
774-7975

This ad w orth
one ten cent beer
per customer

Resale &
Handsewn
Maternity
Clothing
Specialty
Cotton
Children’s Clothing
Books
Birth
Announcements
Gifts and accessories

3959 S.E. Hawthorne
Tuesday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

Be a Punjabber!

Fuller’s masterpiece and a cult favorite.

We’ve got the tools
and art supplies you need
to help express
your artistic point of view.

Punjab Tavern

It starts out as a sandwich,
and ends up as a meal.

19 SATURDAY
A Christmas Carol - 2 p.m.
Sam Fuller with Pickup on South
Street - 8 and 10 p.m.

233-8130

a*

ART MEDIA
820 S.W. 10th Ave.
Portland, Oregon
223-3724

20 SUNDAY
Twentieth Century - 7 p.m. and
Howard Hawks - 8:45 p.m.
Howard Hawks’fast-talking comedy is truly
“screwball. ” John Barrymore and Carole
Lombard.

23 WEDNESDAY
It’s a Wonderful Life (1946) - 8 p.m.
With Jimmy Stewart, Donna Reed and Lionel
Barrymore.

26 SATURDAY
Hans Christian Andersen - 2 p.m.
Danny Kaye plays the great Danish storyteller in
one of the most popular films for children ever
made.

Cover Girl (1941) - 8 p.m.
A Columbia musical featuring Rita Hayworth.

27 SUNDAY
It Happened One Night (1934) - 7
p.m. and Frank Capra (1978) - 9
p.m.
30 WEDNESDAY
Best Shorts -1981 - 8 p.m.
The outstanding animated, experimental,
documentary. and dramatic shorts of this year.
Happy New Year.1 Repeats Friday.
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1231 SW WASHINGTON
PORTLAND. OR 97205
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NO DISCOUNT ON TEXTBOOKS, MAGAZINES, OR
SPECIAL ORDERS

COUCHTNTS
RESTAURANT
Homemade Pastries
Specialty Sandwiches, Kebob Dinners
Beer, Oregon wines
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FRIDAY 11:00-11:00, SATURDAY, 6:3 0 -3 :0 0
3 3 5 4 SE H a w th o rn e
CLOSED SUNDAY
2 3 2 -4 9 8 2
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NORWESTER
BOOKSHOP
220 N W Davis Street
228-2747
Portland, Oregon

O n Fountain Court

Mon-Fri 10:30-9:30
Sat 10:30-6:00
Sun 12:00-5:00

CLOUD 9 FASHIONS
2117 S.E. Powell Blvd.
Portland, Ore. 97202

10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Tuesday - Saturday
231-5502

YESTERSHADES

DANCE YOUR HEART O UT!
Under the Full Moon
with
KUKRUDU, West African Dance
ELA, Brazilian Latin Jazz
CRAIG CAROTHERS Band
with a special dance presentation b y
RUBY BURNS

VICTORIAN STYLE LAMPSHADES
Silks & Satins with Fringes & Beads
Custom Designing to Suit Your Tastes & Needs

238-5755

3534 S.E. Hawthorne
Portland, Oregon 97214

Door Prizes from GANESH IMPORTS
December 11 7:30 to 1:00 am
NEIGHBORS OF WOODCRAFT
Admission $4

GANESH IMPORTS

Popcorn Gift Ideas
CONSULT THE PROFESSIONALS
POPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
340 S.E. 7th Portland, Oregon 97214
(503) 234-0576

2 1 6 N.W. COUCH
Something Extraordinary
& Different

Avante Garde Clothing
and Jewelry
Exotic Cards, Prints, Embroideries
Fine handmade everything
from all over the world.
(new shipments and sales thru December)
Open 7 days a week 11-9 thru Christmas
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undays, they went to church.
/ The minister talked to his
congregation about hope and prayer
and the mysterious ways of the Lord,
and each week the pews grew more
crowded with anxious, parched faces.
Sometimes they drove down over the
county line to visit their married sis
ter. Going along the river, they could
plainly see how it had shrunk. New is
lands rose up in the middle and the
inky pools, shaded by withering
willows, were turning to stagnant
marshes, the marshes turning to
yellow clay. Once, Brother stopped
the truck along the bank and got out.
He bent down to scoop up a handful
of the clay, but the earth was so hard
that his fingers couldn’t pierce the
surface.
In town one Saturday afternoon,
he bought a panama hat that he could
fold up in his back pocket when he
went indoors, and Dolly picked out a
red scarf to keep the sun off her scalp
and a pair of wrap-around sunglasses
that looked like two oval mirrors bal
anced on the narrow bridge of her
nose. No one could look in, and when
she wore them, sad-eyed shopkeepers
disappeared into cool shadows.
There was practically nothing left
to do on the farm, so Mondays
through
Fridays,
they
mostly
crouched down close to the linoleum
floor in the kitchen, the coolest room
in the house. Dolly made pitchers of
lemonade with ice cubes and Brother
would take the big glass pitcher, de
corated with handpainted water lilies,
into his thick hands and rub it back
and forth across his forehead. Dolly
sometimes ran a dishrag under the
faucet, cooled it in the ice box, then
tucked it up under her dress and kept
it there, squeezed between her thighs.
In the fourth month of the
drought, Brother drove a man up
from the valley to the north who
could, it was said, find water with a
willow branch, but the man ran his
bowed divining rod up and down
across their property, scratching the
skin of the earth with its sharpened
tip, without finding anything.
“ Point it up to heaven,”
Brotner yelled in rage
when the man
z
gave

Illustrations by Dana Hoyle

them back their money. “ Why don’t
you point the goddamn thing up to
heaven and make it rain?” Dolly was
frightened for all of the blood
drained out of Brother’s face and she
watched his big hands shake.
She did almost nothing for the next
few months except try to keep him
calm. “ Sit easy,” Dolly would say.
“ You’ll be a lot cooler if you just stay
still.” Dolly would stand in back of
Brother’s chair and rock him back
and forth like a baby while he read
from the Bible. She would hum all the
church songs she knew, but it never
rained. Each morning, the sky
stretched tighter and tighter and,
when they drove the pick-up truck up
to the rise each night after supper, it
was clear as far as they could see.
The first time they brought a boy
home, it was a Friday night and they
went into town for a meal at the
Italian restaurant. Brother ordered
them a full bottle of red wine and he
grew loud, said, when Dolly pro

and they walked out to the truck,
drops of rain speckled the dirt in the
front yard. It was only a small
shower, hardly enough to wet the
surface. It didn’t help the crops and
the river paid it no attention at all.
But Brother, he was convinced, and
when it happened the second time,
with the blue-eyed boy from over in
Willows, well, then, Dolly herself
prayed like crazy in church, and from
then on, she kept a lookout for boys.
It was mostly she who found them
while Brother stayed back at the
farm, and even with all their efforts
and praying, it wasn’t certain to
work. The drought didn’t break and
the occasional showers they did wring
out of the sky brought nothing but
false hopes.
l / w hen Dolly first noticed him,
V * she didn’t dare say anything
to Brother, but for three Saturdays
running she drove the pick-up truck

U

tested, that they deserved a little plea
sure for putting up with this drought,
didn’t they? That first boy was a
hitchhiker on his way home from a
date with a town girl and he was
willing right away for Dolly, but it
wasn’t until later that night he found
out Brother would want him, too.
Dolly, herself, was surprised, for
Brother was always quiet about those
things. But when they were finished

into town to the ice cream parlor. She
drove with the windows shut, for the
wind the truck stirred up singed her
face and the dust settled on her
cheeks and in the hollows below her
eyes like talcum. All around her, the
arid land was bleached white and
nothing stirred in the afternoon sun.
The boy dipped down into the
frosty case, his smoothly muscled
arm disappearing and then coming up
with scoop after scoop of the rich,
hard ice cream. French vanilla.
Caramel. Dark chocolate. Sherbets:
lime, lemon and coconut. Like a
drink of sinfully sweet water when
they burst on her tongue.
She prodded him with
questions as

he scooped, and he invented fanciful
sundaes for her with too much
whipped cream and, really, more
chocolate sauce than was necessary.
She coaxed him: school, cars, basket
ball. Girls. Dolly watched and listen
ed enthusiastically, ate her sundaes
with real gusto.
“ My, what a perfect, perfect name
for a handsome boy in an ice cream
shop,” she laughed when Jonathan
Pink first introduced himself. There
were no customers in the store at the
time, and Dolly leaned her elbows on
the damp marble counter, rested her
heart-shaped face in her hands. Out
side, fugitives from the sun slinked
along the sides of buildings, careful
to keep in the shade of the storefront
awnings along Main Street. Dolly was
wearing her best: a sleeveless cotton
that had grown tight over the years.
But the flowers hadn’t faded—she
took care—and so, she was all
wrapped up in an endless chain of
yellow daisies.
The boy blushed and she laughed
again. “ Jonathan Pink. With pink,
pink cheeks, like roses.”
“ Yes, m a’am ,” the boy said. “ It’s
a hot one, isn’t it? Wonder if it will
ever rain again?”
“ Oh, it will,” Dolly said. “ It will. I
can feel it in my bones.” She
smoothed her dress, ran both hands
slowly down the front, careful that
the boy saw her large breasts pushing
against the thin cloth. “ Too hot to
wear any clothes at all, really. Why,
this morning, I just slipped this little
thing right over my head. And not a
thing on underneath, either. It’s so
light I feel like I’m stark naked.”
Jonathan Pink stared outright at
her breasts and Dolly felt her nipples
grow hard.
“ Everyone tells me I look younger
than my age,” she said, and then she
ran a small finger round and round
one nipple, practically hypnotizing
the boy right there in the ice cream
parlor. “ It’s my figure,” she said.
“ Everyone tells me I got the figure of
a high school girl. Don’t you think
so?”
“ You’re big as a full-grown man,
Jonathan Pink,” Dolly said when she
felt the boy inside of her. And then,
grabbing on tight to his slippery
child’s buttocks, she pulled him in
even further. The room should have
been dark, but the window was
pushed wide open for the small
breeze, and moonlight from a
cloudless sky dropped right in, filled
the small bedroom with the night heat
and the sounds of the country.
Dolly purred like a cat, clucked like
a hen, whimpered like a trapped jack
rabbit. But young Jonathan Pink
didn’t make a sound. His face
hobbed up and down above Dolly’s
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head like a balloon, his moist eyes
shut tight, his swollen lips puckered
in concentration.
The boy felt cool inside of her.
Outside—her skin, the room, the
whole universe, it seemed—was
crackling hot. But inside, his flesh
was smooth and hard and Dolly
wrapped her legs around an icicle.
And when Jonathan Pink let go
inside of her, well, Dolly thought her
belly was being flooded with chilly
Delta water. She fell asleep on a soft
sea of sheets, and when she woke a
little while later, she was washed all
over with Johnny’s salty sweat. The
tides sloshed and churned and tugged
inside of her. Dolly licked her arm
and she tasted the Pacific Ocean.
“ Not tonight, Brother,” Dolly
said. She was sitting up in her bed of
seaweed, under a sheet of foam.
“ Don’t you take him, not tonight.”
She stroked her boy’s damp skin with
her fingertips, hummed a song, a
tinkling melody that skipped like a
spring brook over her tongue. She
waited for Brother to go away, but he
stood in her doorway, naked and
tensed. He meant business. When he
reached out for the boy and Jonathan
Pink didn’t say a word, Dolly figured
it might be alright after all.
“ Hush now,” said Brother, who
was so tall that he had to bend to go
out through her door. “ Fair’s fair.”
And he took Jonathan Pink across
the hall into his own bedroom. The
boy had left his clothes scattered
around her bed, so Dolly scooped
them off the floor and folded the
sweat-stiffened blue jeans, the white
t-shirt into a compact square.
Holding it up to her face, she inhaled
an ocean breeze.
Then she knelt down by the
opposite wall, and, wrapping her
arms around her bare knees, she
leaned all of her weight into her ear.
The boys always made more noise in
Brother’s room and Dolly enjoyed
listening. Brother had let her watch
only once, but now she could imagine
just as good.as looking, and when she
put her own hand to herself, she was
sopping wet and it was like reaching
down into a dark, bottomless well.
n

/ ake the boy to the highway,
t
Dolly,”
Brother
said.
“ He’ll catch a ride real quick.”
Brother stood uneasy, now. He liked
them gone soon as he was done with
them, right away with no fuss. With
his overalls on, Dolly thought he
might be going out to plow the dusty
fields in the moonlight.
She held her arms out to the boy.
He didn’t look sad and he didn’t look
hurt. He stood there, like a good
soldier, his arms held stiff at his sides.
Only he was naked and as wet as if he
had been running under a garden
hose. When he walked over to the
bed, Dolly glanced down to where his
footprints made a dewy trail on the
floorboards from the doorway.
“ I’ll drive him into town myself,”
she said. “ It’s late for a boy to be
out, even on a Saturday.” And she
did, after she washed Jonathan Pink
down with a cool washcloth, combed
his glistening hair back.
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“ There now,” she said brightly.
“ Don’t you look fresh.”
“ Thank you, ma’am ,” he said.
Not one for words.
“ Oh, goodness,” Dolly laughed.
“ You shouldn’t be calling me
‘m a’am .’ After tonight, we’re
practically like old friends, isn’t that
right?” And she squeezed him play
fully in that spot between his legs till
he was hard again and she giggled like
a young girl.
The highway was so straight that
Brother often said you could tie the
steering wheel down with a length of
rope and nap on the way into town.
In the truck, she gave the wheel over
to the boy and, stretching herself out,
she dropped her face right down into
his lap, took him into her dry mouth
and murmured, “ So cool, so cool.”
She kept her hands at her sides,
pressed them tight against her hip
bones, and she rocked back and forth
across the seat like a harbor seal
stretched out on a slippery rock.
Jonathan Pink held tight to the steer
ing wheel, keeping the truck off the
gravel shoulder most of the time.
There were no other cars and Dolly’s
head floated in his lap until the out
skirts of town where the streetlamps
rose up every quarter mile. Then:
“ Now, you won’t say anything, will
you Johnny? You’re a good boy, I
can tell.”
Dolly had this feeling about
Jonathan Pink and, after a while, so
did Brother. The funny thing was, he
never brought the drizzles, or even a
rain cloud. Each night when Dolly
drove him back into town, she waited
for the splashes on the windshield,
but the sky was always clear and she
could count the stars.
“ One, two, five, six, a hundred, a
thousand,” she would count. “ Why,
there must be a million stars up there
tonight, Jonathan Pink.”
Sticking with him was like going
for the jackpot, Dolly figured.
Jonathan Pink was too good for a
summer shower. Each time she pulled
the boy down on top of her, she could
feel a dam burst inside of her, and a
shiver ran up her body from the quick
chill. When Dolly got him going in
her small bed, rocking back and
forth, slipping in and out, she could
hear the floods coming, and the
whole house bobbed up and down on
the waves like Noah’s Ark. Jonathan
Pink would bring back the rains. She
didn’t doubt it. Jonathan Pink could
fill up the river bed all by himself.
It was a fine deal for him, too.
Dolly fed him dinner nights—he liked
her cooking—and there were times
when she’d slip a few dollars in the
back pocket of his blue jeans when he

was off in Brother’s room. And if she
ever questioned him about Brother,
well, all Jonathan Pink would say
about that was this: he didn’t mind it
much.
nd then the night came when
f • she and the boy were in her bed
and she felt a damp wind pass over
her bare legs. When she opened her
eyes, the curtains were slapping
against the ceiling and the sky outside
was black and full.
“ Go slow, now, Jonathan Pink,”
she cautioned. “ Tonight’s no night to
rush things.” And the boy smiled
down at her as if he knew exactly
what she meant. And then he did an
amazing thing: he gave her a bath
with his tongue, wet down her whole
body. And, with the palms of his
hands, he massaged his saliva into her
skin.
Just as they were done, Dolly could
smell the rains coming, and she could
hear the first drops hitting hard on
the barn roof and on the bed of the
pickup truck. The cold wind opened
up old cracks in the walls and wailed
as it found its way into the house
from every direction. Suddenly,
Brother burst into the room and
pulled Jonathan Pink right off of her,
held the boy up in the air in his
massive arms so that Jonathan Pink
looked like a lost bird in a storm,
flapping his featherless wings over
her head.
“ Leave him down,” she shouted,
but her voice was drowned out by the
wind and rain. “ Don’t take him from
me like that, leave him down.” Dolly
looked into her brother’s eyes, then
down at his enormous, heaving body,
and she wouldn’t look up at Jonathan
Pink for she didn’t want the boy to
see how frightened she was.
Brother turned and left her room
with the boy tucked under his arm,
the boy’s soft white buttocks shining
like a newborn baby’s flesh next to
Brother’s dark, muscled back. She
ran to her spot by the wall to listen,
and it was so cold in the room that
she wrapped herself up in a quilt and
still, she shivered. Dolly had
forgotten to shut the window and
now she just watched as a stream of
water ran along the floor towards
her, lapped at her bare feet. When she
looked up, water was coming in
through the roof, spots of darkness
spread like a rush of blood along her
ceiling, crept down her walls like ivy.
At first, she couldn’t hear anything
above the sounds of the storm. But
then, she heard moaning, Brother
and
Jonathan
Pink
moaning
together, rhythmically. Their cries
rose up and joined in with the
screams of the gale. Dolly didn’t hear

the thunder coming, but all at once,
the room lit up and when she looked
outside, she could see across the fields
as if it were the middle of the day.
The hail came. She felt it beating
against the ground and the sides of
the house, shaking her. She saw hail
stones the size of snowballs, rocks of
ice smashing through her windows,
and she heard glass breaking all
through the house. Dolly could hear
the world. She heard cattle from the
farms down the road bellow in pain,
and barn animals all over the country
cry out in fear and confusion. Hail
stones assaulted the house, hurtled
through her window and shattered on
the bedroom floor. Shards of ice and
glass flew up at her and she fell back
onto the wet floor, covering her head
with the blanket for protection. The
wind grew in pitch, and Dolly heard
the t.v. antenna break off the roof.
She heard tree trunks snapping up
and down the road like twigs. One,
two, three, four. They fell in
sequence. She heard the telephone
poles along the highway going down,
electrical wires flailing like tentacles
in the rain, wet sparks sizzling in the
blackened sky. Giant fists pounded
away at the roof of the house, angry
hands punched holes in their walls.
When she heard the crash and their
screams, Dolly pulled herself up
against the wall and ran into the next
bedroom. The entire north wall was
pushed in, the floor pock-marked,
and Brother and Jonathan Pink lay
together, Brother on top, sheltering
the boy like a cocoon, bathed in each
other’s sweat and blood. Dolly could
see small splinters of glass glistening
like rain drops on the back of
Brother’s legs. When she bent down
and covered them both with her
soaking blanket, she felt Jonathan
Pink’s arm curl up and under her
armpit and around her neck.
Brother’s hand pulled her head down
to a quiet spot in the curve of his
neck.
They held onto each other as the
whole house came down around them
and Brother’s bed tossed about on a
lake of icy water. Dolly was being
rocked into a deep sleep and when she
opened her eyes, she saw the pieces of
her life floating by—her clothes, kit
chen bowls, picture frames and furni
ture. Then she became part of the
river. She felt herself being swept
away and she didn’t resist when she
was pulled down to the cold, dark
currents. Her whole body dissolved as
wave after wave of glacial water
splashed over her, and she found
herself staring right into the eyes of
Jonathan Pink. He smiled at her and
Dolly stuck out her tongue to lick his
salty face.
“ Jonathan Pink. With pink, pink
cheeks like roses,” she whispered.
And she tasted the Pacific Ocean.

TAVERN
Live music Tues - Sun

Extensive list of fine wines
Beer and sandwiches

Open Monday thru Sunday

SW 11th & Morrison

227-8219

SPIRITS LIFTED HERE!

P0Rft£TTap>IZZQ
NOW YOU CAN TAKE IT OUT
OR EAT IT HERE!
WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE CRUST
COMPLETE DELI

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER & WINE
SUB SANDWICHES & SALADS
CALL AHEAD
YOUR ORDER WILL
BE READY WHEN
YOU ARRIVE

VISA

TO GO

HOURS
TUES-WED-THURS-SUN
4 PM - 10 PM
FRI & SAT
5 PM - 12 MIDNIGHT
CLOSED M O NDAY

232-2812
2239 SE HSWTHORNE BV
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k O R T H -b y - hlORTH•west

211 S.W. Ankeny,
Portland, Oregon 97204
222-5733

Home Style Pot Roast
Evening Hours

Portland's Women's
Health CenterAlternative Birth Center
The Alternative Birth Center is an out of hospi
tal facility where low risk women can give birth
in a supportive, relaxed environment attended
by a Certified Nurse Midwife. The Alternative
Birth Center offers women, family,
and friends a unique setting and
opportunity to share in the birth
experience. Call for more
information.
6510 S.E. FOSTER ROAD
PORTLAND, OREGON 97206
503/777-7044

GARBAGE SERVICE

n o n -p ro fit
w o rk e r-o w n e d

AVAILABLE

FULL SERVICE

24 hr.

RECYCLING
PICKUP

RECYCLING
DROP-OFF

238-1640

S.E. GRAND
at DIVISION ST.

THE ALTERNATIVE . . .
CUSTOM WELDING - REASONABLE RATES

Featuring a
variety of
pates, mousses
salads, desserts

fine foods

Distinctive sandwiches
soups, quiche and
freshly squeezed fruit
and vegetable juices.

Order now for the holidays

For hamburgers
& homemade de
33 N W 23rd Pl
223-0287
M on-Fri 8:00-7:00
Sat 8:00-4:00
Ala Carte Brunch
Sun 9:00-1:00

FOOTHILL
AVALON
ANTIQ UES

pork pate
mincemeatpie
Victoria’s brandy cake
turkey mousse with cranberry chutney

OPEN

For lunch at our tables, take out, or as catered items.

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW
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Weekdays 11-6
Saturday 12-6

318 S.W . 9th

224-7156

The Saudi's had a few borrowed AWACs when the Israelis crossed their
territory to bomb Iraq’s nuclear reactor. The AWACs were worse than Reggie
Jackson looking for a fly ball. At least Reggie managed to get hit with the
encroaching projectile.
We’ve conned the Saudis into buying five Edsels that will give our neighbors
in Seattle work and help our balance of payments deficit. All the other
"issues" are just sales pitch. W.C. Fields claimed that a sucker was born
every minute. It seems that a few of them became Saudis. Unfortunately it is
not only the Saudis that are being suckered in this deal. There is a bigger con
being played and we are the ones being marked.
While the administration, Congress and the media debated an issue that
was as important to our security as the size of Shelley Winters ’ waistline, there
was almost no discussion over the decision by Congress to invest a trillion and
a half dollars in the military rather than a crash energy-development program
to reduce America’s dependence on foreign oil. Without facing this we
become as vulnerable as Jackie Gleason before a box of Lady Godiva
chocolates.

SPOUTS

/ I t least chocolate produces energy. The military hardware only consumes
z l it. There is no military strategy that can assure the flow of oil. In effect

by Lenny Dee
l \ / l a n y baseball experts have suggested that the Yankee collapse in the
I V I World Series was due to mismanagement on and off the field.
The true reason for their demise is the dreaded Curse of Cubness. Since
1945 (the last time the Cubs won a pennant) nine teams have gone into the fall
classic with three or more Cubs on their roster and each have gone down to
ignominious defeat.
When your fans resort to tee shirts that read “ Cub fever— catch it...and
die," you know losing is more than a passing fancy. So it should come as no
surprise that the fix was in this year when the “ Bronx Bombers” showed up
with a roster of six ex-Cubs.

s big a ringer has been the Reagan administration's play on the AWACS
sale. The excessive blather over the deal has been a brilliant decoy
covering the biggest stings since Newman and Redford cleaned out Robert
Shaw.
The sheiks who want so desperately to hand back the money we give them
at the gas pump are buying five planes that can pick up movements within a
350-mile radius. To adequately cover Saudi Arabia's border they would need
hundreds of such planes.

/ I

this decision to spend a king's ransom on war toys produces some of the same
consequences as military defeat. It gives foreign governments greater control
over the country.
As easy marks we are touted with bad tips. We are being led to place our
bets on military spending deficits vis-a-vis the Russkies that in fact do not
exist.
The American intelligence community reconstructs the Russian military
budget by asking what it would cost to buy the Soviet defense establishment in
the U.S., at our prices. Our “ experts" pretend that the Russkies procure their
tanks from Chrysler and that they pay American wages to their conscripts. I t ’s
much like saying that Caddies and Chevys cost the same because they’re both
made by G.M.
Is it any wonder that the administration discovers a huge Soviet defense
manpower budget of more than 50 billion dollars that exists only in American
documents?
As Reagan leads us down the dark alleyway to the Big Fix his henchmen are
busy providing the cover. The man in charge of disarmament, Eugene Rostow,
has written that “ we are living in a prewar, not a postwar world. " This shark is
also of the opinion that a nuclear war is winnable, “ for after all Japan not only
survived but flourished after a nuclear attack. ” Couple that with the comment
of National Security Council hit man Richard Pipes that the Soviet leaders will
have to choose between peacefully changing their communist system or going
to war, and you have thugs working with less than a full deck.
Is it any wonder that massive demonstrations are occurring all over Europe,
as they see these looney-tune characters so close to the button. Europe must
wonder how long Americans will be easy marks for THE BIGGEST STING OF
TH-TH-TH-TH-THAT’S ALL FOLKS
ALL.

LYNDA
BARRY
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F a t L it t le R o o ster
1 3 3 -0 6 9 4

H a w th o rn e

FEBRUARY

JANUARY

DECEMBER
1,2
4
6
7-9
11
13
14-46
18
20-23
25
27
28-30
* 30

4,5
7
9
10
11,12
14
* 16,17
18,19
21
23

Rhythm M ethod
Dan Linn
Paul DeLay
Terry Robb
Sieezy Pieces
Dan Linn
John Hammond Concert
Paul DeLay
Dan Linn
Steve Bradley
formerly o f Sieezy Pieces
28 Dan Linn
30 Rhythm M ethod
* 31 New Year's Party

4,6
11-13
18-20
* 20
26,27

Rhythm M ethod
Dan Linn
Steve Bradley Group
Liquid Blues Band
Dan Linn
Paul DeLay
Steve Bradley Group
Dan Linn
Paul DeLay
Dan Linn
Paul DeLay
M uddy Bottom Boys
Portland Wrestling Bus

Steve Bradley Group
Paul DeLay
Liquid Blues Band
3rd Year Anniversary Party
Mercy

* SPECIAL EVENTS
Wednesdays - Ladies Night - 250 Beer, Wine & Cover
Dec. 16 & 17 - Blues Recording Artist John Hammond
with Paul DeLay
Dec. 31 - New Year's Party (by ticket only) featuring
full bar & Les Clams
Jan. 30 - Portland Wrestling Bus
Fun with the "Half-Nelson - Full Bottle" Gang
Feb. 20 - 3rd Year Anniversary Party
Celebrate 3 years of good times with the Liquid Blues
Band
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SEE YOU IN FEBWAR Y!
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Free Appetizers served
after 1:00 AJA.

Great Mexican Food
served 6-1:00 AM.
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sim
hi Pursuit of

BY ROBERT HUGHES

Photographs by Ragnars Veilands

dozen or so black men, clad in a brightly colored fusion of Afri
can and outer space clothing, find their way to their instru
ments. The woodwind section begins to play in gentle floating
tones. When they are finished, percussion sounds take over
and a woman in a long gown gracefully takes the stage. She
sings of how before the sun, there was darkness. “ The world is
waiting for the sunrise, for the sunrise;” she continued to sing. At that
moment, a massive black figure with a golden cowl and decorative robes
comes on stage as the band unleashes a cascade of sound. He announces to
the audience: “ Some call me Mr. Ra...Others call me Mr. Ree...You can call
me Mr. Mystery.” He begins moving his arms and body to the music, creating
the effect of being able to color and change the music at will. After an inter
planetary exploration or two from soloists or groups of instrumentalists cued
by the man, he moves toward his mass of keyboards. As he starts to play,
Blammol, it’s suddenly tight and tough big band swing of the likes of Jelly Roll
Morton's King Porter Stomp or Fletcher Henderson's Christopher Columbus.
The audience is frenzied. Another voyage of the Ra Ship is underway...
ome concert events have to be described as experiences. Sun
Ra and his Arkestra have been giving their audiences experi
ences for the past twenty-five years. They recently did so again
in Portland at Luis’ LaBamba Club.
During an Arkestra performance, Sun Ra leads his unit
through a vast range of musical styles from African rhythms to
big band swing and bebop to free jazz originals and group improvisations that
some would consider imcomprehensible noise and that others can only re
spond to with an awestruck "Oh W ow!” There are elements of theatre in the
Sun Ra performance as well. The band might have to use the power of music
to fight off a masked creature as they did that Sunday night, or they might be
led through the audience by Sun Ra chanting “ We travel the spaceways from
planet to planet” or some other space ditty. The only one who knows what’s
going to happen next is Sun Ra himself.
Sun Ra and his music are well known throughout Europe where tickets to his
concerts have been known to sell out in just a few hours. The cultural minister
of Egypt once cancelled a performance of the Egyptian Ballet in order to make
space available for an Arkestra concert. Although Sun Ra tours the United
States frequently, his biggest American following is in New York where he was
based during the '60s.
Sun Ra talks of his origins in a manner reminiscent of the origins of
Superman. But he does confirm that he went by the name Sonny Lee when he
was younger and that his “ arrival day” occurred when he came home from
elementary school to find that his mother had bought him a piano. There in
Birmingham, Alabama, Ra taught himself to read music and play by ear, and
by high school he'd formed his own band. Later stages in his development
included classical training and a one-year stint in 1946 with his mentor,
Fletcher Henderson, in Chicago. By the mid-fifties, he'd assembled the core of
his Arkestra, a woodwind section including John Gilmore, Pat Patrick and
Marshall Allan.
Being a disciplined musician is an essential requirement for an Arkestra
member. Reading Ra’s music is difficult enough, but members of the Arkestra
must communicate with their leader on his vibe. Most often during a per
formance, they don't know what’s going to happen next unless they are guided
by their intuitions and are on Ra’s spiritual plane. This means many, many
hours of rehearsal for the men who travel the spaceways.

ytuutgUMd
New Location: 35th & Hawthorne

Described as a private person, Sun Ra is seldomseen in the outside world,
and then, usually in the company of a member of his group who seems to
function as a body guard. Photographer Ragnars Veilands catches up with
the elusive Mr. Ra outside Portland’s Imperial Hotel.

Ragnars drives Sun Ra and his companion to Washington Square to buy a
paper cutter. “I understand you’re fromJupiter,” says Ragnars, trying to
make conversation. “No, I’mfromSaturn,” says Sun Ra. “I wasn’t born,
I arrived. Most people arrive onthe earth dead and you have to spank them
towake themup.”

a’s complex cosmological philosophies are the basis for his
musical expression. He believes that he is a member of the
Angel race, sent from his home planet of Saturn by the creator
of the omniverse to bring harmony through music (the omniThe influences
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music, I speak of unknown things, ancient things, potential
and philosophy of Sun Ra instrumental in breaking his drug habit and moving
on to another stage of musical styles and spiritual beliefs.
Sun Ra says, "I'm actually painting pictures of infinity with my music, and
that’s why a lot of people don’t believe me. But if they’d listen to this and other
types of music, they’ll find this has something else in it, something from
another world.”

R

fasr-Wesrtherapy
College
• 7 5 hr. Pre- License

Program

• 1 0 0 0 hr. Clinical Program

Opening December 1
Casual 100% Cotton and W ool Clothing

• Classes offered by credit hour
Winter Term begins January II

To reserve your space call 2 3 8 -0 2 5 3

Everett Community C enter
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2917 NE Everett

Serving M usicians for 54 years

Any Musicians on Your Shopping List?
Try These Christmas Specials:
Fender Bullet Guitar with case and
Fender Harvard amp

$379

Lunch at the Fish Grotto. “The songs I write tell this story; a story
humanity needs to know about. In my music I speak of unknown things,
impossible things, ancient things, potential things. No two songs tell the
same story...they say history repeats itself but history is only his story.
You haven’t heard my story yet.’’

ElectroVoice PL 76B mics

$115

Now serving you from 3 locations:
E astside
719 SE M orrison

W estside
10075 SW Bvtn-H illsdale Hwy

2 3 9 -7 2 1 7

641-S50S
D owntown
520 SW 3 rd Ave

2 2 6 -3 7 1 9

Here’s what critics said about The Wipers’ “Is This Real?: ’'
“Detached but never silly, passionate but never overwrought. . . economical one
hook construction. B + .”
— Robert Christgau, Village Voice

“Interesting sound, not like anything you hear around. ’’
— Kick, Slash

‘‘A true monster! I The Ramones meet MC5 meet the Standells meet Pink Fairies. ’’
— Hans Jurgen Klitsch, Gorilla Beat

“I was surprised at the power of Portland as a rock and roll city . . .and with the
flat out SC assault of the Wipers. ’’
— Lenny Kaye, Rock Scene

“ YOUTH OF AMERICA”

The concert

The new Wipers’ album
On Park Avenue Records

Ed Curry Candies
Home of world fam ous “Cream Sticks”
Hand Dipped Chocolates
Dietetic Candies

Available from you local
record store or for $6 postpaid
(overseas add $3 airmail) from
Park Avenue Records, PO Box
19296, Seattle, WA 98109.
Also available by the Wipers on Park
Avenue Records:
“Is This Real?”
“Alien Boy”

A ggie Patterson, owner
236-8131

4317 S.E. H awthorne B lvd.
P ortland, OR 97215
Mail & Phone O rders W elcom e
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POWELLS BOOKS

A Town Like Alice - Neville Shute
Reflex - Dick Francis

The Clan of the Cave Bear
The Restaurant at the End of the Universe
Laws of the Game - Manfred Eigen &
Ruthild Winkler

China Observed
The Oxford Illustrated Literary Guide to
Great Britain & Ireland
American Dreams: Lost & Found Studs Terkel

The Ten Thousand Day War:
Vietnam -1945-75
The Soul of a New Machine - Tracy Kidder
Bellefleur - Joyce Carol Oates

The Key to Rebecca - Ken Follett
Cosmos - Carl Sagan
Pathfinders - Gail Sheehy

The Breaks of the Game David Halberstam
From Bauhaus to Our House - Tom Wolfe
The Hotel New Hampshire - John Irving

RETRO CLOTHES & ACCESSORIES
S.E.

26th

FOR MEN & WOMEN
& CLINTON
PORTLAND • OREGON

m o n d o y -s o tu rd o y

2 3 9 -7 2 5 6

METRO care
•2 5 2 4 S.E. CLINTON •

Northwest Wine - Ted Meredith
Portland Women's Yellow Pages
Human Options - Norman Cousins

The Rolling Stones: The First 20 Years
The People of Doonesbury - G.B. Trudeau
Women’s Encyclopedia of Health and
Healing - Emrika Padus

Congo - Michael Crichton
The Aquarian Conspiracy Marilyn Ferguson

WE BUY BOOKS
NEW & USED
1005 W BURNSIDE
PORTLAND, OREGON 97209
228-4651
Open 9 to 9 every
day of the year
Including Christmas
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Look for us in January
Light meals, desserts and fine coffees
for before and after the show
at reasonable prices
230-1220

Your Clinton Street H oliday Blues?
Theatre Schedule
December

2522 SE Clinton

238-8899

marvelous love story.
Ian McKellen
is simply a
knockout as
D.H. Lawrence.
Janet Suzman
is a literally
stunning Frieda.”

Still only
$1.50

-Judith Crist, Saturday Review

Tree popcorn
every Wednesday
get to know D.H. Lawrence (Ian
McKellan) and Frieda (Janet
Suzman) as you might if you had
actually gotten the chance to
spend some time with them...It’s
written and directed as though
these were people one could come
to know in the intimate and
always incomplete way we really
know each other. They are extra
ordinary, because they were
extraordinary, but they aren’t the
Martians or animated statues of
so many biography movies; in the
way of artists, they are us, only
more so.___________ L.A. Weekly
7:00
Women in Love
with Glenda Jackson, Alan
Bates, Oliver Reed
Priest of Love
9:15
Wed. Dec. 9-Tues. Dec. 15

Children under 8
free
Sr. Citizens free
Monday-Thursday

Rocky
Fri-Sat Midnite

$2.50

DE NIRO AND DUVALLONE OF THE MOST BRILLIANT
BROTHER ACTS
IN SCREEN HISTORY.
- J f c k Kroll. WWSWMK

et you re still w ondering w hat to get your ex-room ie
who moved to Louisville, or that kind au n t from
M inneapolis who alw ays sent you v alen tin es — e x 
lovers, parents, d istant friends. S u re it would be nice to
send them long letters, a bottle of O regon wine, o r that
chunk of ash from St. H elen s you've stowed away. Nice,
but som ehow it s hard to get around to it, with those long
lines at the post office, decisions about w rapping paper,
etc. ... and so they w onder w hat s becom e of you, and
probably even begin conjuring up nasty ideas about
those good o f days you spent together.

B

No, this is not an ad for Bell T el ... dial away your
sorrow, guilt, qualm s ... nothing so blatantly corp orate
has graced our pages ... yet. W hat we re asking you to do
is co n sid er the joy, yes, that's holiday season, festive joy
that you could bring to all of those loved o nes throughout
the year, by sim ply sending them a subscription to your
favorite rag, the illustrious, blusterous C L IN T O N S T .
Q U A R T E R L Y . F o r every subscription, we ll send you
(or them) five C linton S tre e t T h e a tre tickets. S e e how
easy it's becom e. W ith one 2()C stam p and your trusty
checkbook you can send the gift that says
---------four tim es a year to dozens, even hundreds, of
those who ve m ade your life worthwhile. And while
you re at it, why not subscribe yourself?
S en d your subscription gifts in soon, and we ll mail off a
governm ent issue postcard acknow ledging your
generosity ... they 11 be touched.

My Gift List
R o b e rt Duvall is
our pick for an
Academy Award
for his sterling
perform ance in
True Confessions.

"One o f the most
entertaining,
m ost intelligent
and most
thoroughly
satisfying
commercial
American film s
in a very long
time."
Vincent Canby.
New York Times

“ TVvoOscar-caliber
performances fo r
the price o f one.
A m asterwork
o f solid acting
and engrossing
drama. You
couldn't ask for
more in a movie."
Fred Yager.
Associated Press

6:45
Chinatown
Dunaway and Nicholson
9:05
True Confessions
Wed. Dec. 16-Tues. Dec. 22

Future Attractions

ZOOTSU

Aguirre: Wrath of God
The Trench Lieutenant’s Woman
Gallipolli
Polyester
Southern Comfort
Time Bandits
I
Zoot Suit

From:

To:

name

name

address

address

city
state
□ subscription for you?

zip

zip
city
state
Send (Dme Dthem) Clinton St.
Theatre tickets.

To:

To:

name

name

address

address

state
city
zip
Send (□ m e □them) Clinton St.
Theatre tickets.

city
zip
state
Send (Dme Dthem) Clinton St.
Theatre tickets.

Don’t let the lack of coupons cut your list short.
Send us yours on a separate page.
W ith your check.
Enclose $5.00 for every subscription (4 issues).
Mail to:

CLINTON ST. QUARTERLY
Portland, OR 97202
2522 SE Clinton

CLINTON ST.
QUARTERLY

THIS YE
GIVE THEM O
A JN
P
JL O R
Av T
A^ Jnk
L^1 D
A
A !

Z

CATALOGUE

T H E S E L E C T I V E G U ID E T O T H E B E S T ,
M O ST U N U SU A L R E S T A U R A N T S , E N T E R T A IN M E
A N D S P E C IA L T Y SH O P S.

THE PERFECT AFFORD AB
AVAILABLE AT LOCAL BOO
AND FINER MERCHAP

